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Introduction
Welcome to the 144th Annual Report for The Baptist
Union of Queensland, reporting on the activities of
Queensland Baptists and its ministries through an
extraordinary 2020. It is somewhat ironic that the year
that reflects perfect sight (20-20 vision) and therefore
became the focus for strategic plans became the most
unexpected and unpredicted of years imaginable.
Even as the year began in this country of such freedom
of expression, who could have imagined that by April,
church services would be banned and even gatherings
for worship in private houses would have become
illegal? And yet, COVID arrived, and everything
changed. It was of course not discriminatory against
gatherings of a religious nature – any gatherings at
all were illegal, and we found ourselves limited in all
sorts of respects by the lockdowns that swept across
not just our state, but all of Australia and indeed most
of the world.

I remind you that The Baptist Union of Queensland
is not a publicly listed company, nor is it limited by
guarantee. As such, these reports are not required
to be limited to the legal and accounting information
that would be supplied if these things were the
case. This style of reporting, now implemented over
a dozen or so years, is designed for the purposes of
our members, to inform them of the outworkings of
the ministries they have been supporting financially
and in prayer throughout the year. A notable absence
from the formal reports is our financial dealings, only
summarised briefly in the Director of Administration’s
report. However, our formal audited financials will
be made available in the leadup to our Annual
Assembly, will be placed on our web site, and will also
be submitted onto the Australian Charities and Notfor-profits Commission. You can also request a copy
directly from us.

This is the background to these annual reports for
2020, but not the complete story. The story is that
God has continued to work through our churches
and ministries despite the limitations imposed by
COVID-19 and our country’s response. The limitations
brought with them opportunities to do things
differently, to reach out in other ways, and perhaps
to find our message has a greater audience than ever
before.

Thank you for your ongoing support of Queensland
Baptists, whether you are a member of one of our
Churches, or a Registered Pastor. Together, we are far
more than we could ever be individually. I pray you
will see this coming through in these reports! And I
trust you can join us on 16th April at Mapleton for the
discussion and approval of these reports and many
other important matters of business.
PHILLIP MCCALLUM

Read on and hear how God has worked through the
stories of our ministry throughout the 2020 year.
It is intended to be a celebration of all that God
is doing across QB during the course of the year,
brought to you by the ministry leaders who head up
these activities. These reports shall be presented at
our Annual Assembly to be held on 16th April 2021
at Kirkwood Hall, Mapleton. We trust many of the
members of Assembly will be present at that meeting
and have the opportunity to endorse these stories as
our Annual Report for the year.
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Intentional Interim Director of the QB Movement
2020 proved to be a challenging
but exciting year for the QB
Movement. The pall of COVID-19
hung over our churches and
ministries for most of the year
and created numerous new
demands. It was a tough year.
We were stretched to the full.
But as Joseph observed almost 4000 years ago having
come through an incredibly difficult period, “But God
intended it for good to accomplish what is now being
done.” (Gen. 50:20). God has worked for good in 2020.
So in this report I would like to highlight some of the
things we have been able to achieve through God’s
grace in 2020. This is just a snapshot. Some of these
achievements and many other accomplishments
will be listed elsewhere in this report, but these
are significant issues in which I have been involved
(though not necessarily leading them). Please read it
with a heart of praise for God’s goodness to us.
Of course, these successes are not God’s doing alone
but have also flowed from a team that has worked
passionately, collaboratively, and effectively. It has
been a huge privilege to be part of this team for 2020
and I particularly want to acknowledge the great
contribution of my fellow leader, Stewart Pieper, and
the excellent Board of QB.
Our theme for 2020 was collaboration and you will
notice this theme appearing many times in this Report.
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QB REVIEW AND NEW DIRECTION
In line with the Review recommendations, we have
forged a QB Services Leadership Team to coordinate
and unify the ministries and departments of QB
Services. This team is made up of charter group heads
and other leaders in QB Services. For a new team, it has
functioned very effectively under Stewart’s leadership.
Through an extensive consultative process with pastors
and churches, we developed our QB goals for the next
five years. These goals were enthusiastically adopted
by the QB Assembly in October. The QB Movement
now has a very clear direction and a pathway to follow
as we pursue God’s mission together.
To ensure that the ministries of QB Services are
aligned with and assisting and supporting churches
in pursuing these goals, the QB Services Leadership
Team has spent 2020 developing a five-year Strategic
Plan. This plan is comprehensive, challenging and
exciting.
All the Review recommendations have now been
implemented and this was cemented with the
Assembly’s acceptance of a new Constitution that
incorporates the Review structural and directional
changes.
Probably the most controversial recommendation of
the Review (among many) was the concept of two
leaders of the QB Movement. One to maintain vision
and direction (Director of the QB Movement) and the
other to lead all the QB services and ministries (Director
of QB Services). 2020 has shown the effectiveness of
this structure with Stewart bearing the responsibility
for leading our ministries forward (in the challenging
circumstances of COVID-19) while I could focus on
new direction and resourcing.
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CHARTER GROUPS
The Review called for the establishment of two new
charter groups – Baplink and QCCC. This has been
completed with both charter groups now operating
with an approved charter and a Council.
We have worked most of the year on an effective
structure for all our QB training. Finally, we have
tentatively arrived at our draft recommended
structure. We will recommend a new charter group
called Ministry and Theological Training Services
(MaTTS) which will be responsible for our three
forms of training – higher education training (Malyon
Theological College), vocational training (Malyon
Vocational Training) and non-accredited training
which will be overseen by a subcommittee. The
intention is that MTC and MVT will work more closely
together and will form Malyon Education and Training
Services (METS) under a joint Board. This new structure
should ensure that we continue to maintain our high
standard of theological training as well as better
integrating and supporting all our training. The new
structure will be recommended to the 2021 Annual
Assembly.
Carinity and the QB Board have been working
together on a process for releasing more Carinity
funds for public benefit work through churches. This
has led to the establishment of an annual allocation
of $500,000 of Carinity funds for churches to use to
more effectively serve and support the needy in their
communities. This distribution of PBI monies will need
to be monitored carefully to ensure that we stick to
government regulations, but it will be very exciting
to see how through our churches these Carinity funds
will be used to assist those who are struggling and in
need in our communities.
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Due to a range of circumstances, the QB Movement
now owns two Christian schools (Bayside and Hillcrest),
operates a Christian early learning centre (Mosaic),
and provides courses through a vocational training
RTO (QBVET). Through Carinity, we also operate five
special assistance schools. So the QB Movement is
developing a significant footprint in education. The
question we have pondered in 2020 is, “Where do
these Christian education services fit in our structure?”
We are planning to recommend to Assembly the
establishment of another charter group – Christian
Education Services. All these schools and services
will maintain their own boards and accountability
structures, but a charter group council will coordinate
and support our Christian education services.
N E W M I N I S T R Y S TA F F
In 2020 we employed 14 part-time Regional Ministers
to serve our churches and pastors in the field. Most of
the ReMs were based in a geographical region (John
Whyte – Far North, Steve Ballin – Rural and Remote,
Scott Jones – Northern and Central, Keith Stevenson –
Wide Bay and Burnett, Phil Greenbury and Dave Tidey
– Sunshine Coast, David Chatelier – Metro North, Ian
Hussey – Metro Central, Jeff Ireland – Metro South and
Gold Coast, Matt Anstey – Metro West and Ipswich,
Jeff Baills – Darling Downs), but they also included
Regional Ministers for Armed Services (Kerry Larwill),
Church Plants (Colin Stoodley), and Ethnic Churches
(Emil Rahimov).
This was an excellent team so it was not hard
developing effective reporting, accountability and
communication systems. The ReMs met together (on
Zoom) once a month to support, guide and encourage
each other. They did a great job and it was a privilege
working with them.
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Towards the end of the year, David Chatelier (Metro
North) needed to resign for health reasons. Bob Rogers
capably filled the gap and Dave Paroz (Senior Pastor
of Connect Baptist) was appointed to permanently fill
this role.
2020 was the year for new QB staff with the 14 ReMs
being joined by a new Director of Pastoral Services
(David Elvery), a new Director of Church Health
Services (Mark Westhuyzen) and a new Office Manager
(Liz McFarland). It has been enjoyable being able to
assist Stewart in forging this new team and building
strong collaboration together.
COVID-19
Other reports will deal with this in more detail,
but as COVID turned our world upside down, the
QB Movement (largely through QB Operations)
responded by pouring effort into supporting churches
and pastors through this challenging time. We issued
regular updates on protocols and assisted churches as
they moved online.
We also tried to stay up to date with rapidly changing
developments within QB by establishing a COVID
Taskforce that met weekly for most of the year to
process issues and advise on the numerous decisions
we had to make. The Board also set up a Futures
Taskforce to examine the long-term impact of the
changes forced by COVID and to discern what God was
doing and saying through these new experiences. The
final report from this Taskforce has been disseminated.
Through COVID, we wrote numerous articles to
resource pastors, ran a weekly forum for pastors
dealing with pertinent issues, and collaboratively
developed two online sermons series (with a total of
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17 sermons by QB Services staff ) to assist churches
who were struggling to produce weekly sermon
content.
RESOURCES FOR
PA S TO R S A N D C H U R C H E S
On top of the resources mentioned above, we
developed a wide range of resources for churches.
These included:
1. Christian Foundations
Discipleship Online Course
This is a series of 8 weeks of daily biblical
devotions for new Christians and their mentors.
This is an invaluable resource for helping new
Christians understand and live out their new
faith. It looks great too.
https://www.christianfoundations.online/
2. 12 Easter daily devotions in Luke relating
Jesus’ journey to the cross and the COVID-19
challenges.
We did these studies together at Easter but they
could be used personally at any time.
https://www.qb.org.au/wp-content/
uploads/2020/03/Easter-Luke-Devotional.pdf
3. 7 Devotions on Prayer
We used these devotional studies over prayer
week during the height of the COVID disruptions.
They look at what 7 biblical characters teach us
about prayer and how we can apply this to our
own prayer life. Subsequently they have been
published on YouVersion.
https://www.bible.com/en-GB/readingplans/21690-teach-us-to-pray
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4. Christian Leadership Foundations Online
Course
This is a biblical course for developing Christian
leaders for the church and the community. It
offers clear biblical perspectives on leadership
but is immensely practical as well and lays
the foundation for a life of effective Christian
leadership.
https://www.qb.org.au/support-churchespastors/christian-leadership-foundations/
5. Biblical Reflections on Digital Church
This paper is a serious attempt to develop a
biblical perspective on online church.
https://www.qb.org.au/wp-content/
uploads/2020/04/7-1-Biblical-Reflection-onDigital-Church.pdf
6. Monthly Regional Minister Resources
We have also produced monthly Regional
Ministers resources for pastors and churches.
These deal with a wide range of issues that are
relevant to church leadership and ministry.
https://www.qb.org.au/support-churchespastors/regional-ministers-resources/

We adopted a more collaborative budget process in
the setting of the annual budget with the QB Services
Leadership Team being highly involved. The Board also
commenced a review of the function and operation of
the Financial Services Committee with a view to clarify
roles and streamline financial processes if possible.
We have reviewed and revamped QB Communications
and established a new communications policy and
structure. This has involved the building of a new
template for communication with churches and
pastors.
THE FUTURE
At the end of 2020, just about everything was in place
for the commencement of our new Director of the QB
Movement, Jason Elsmore. Our movement has been
through a very significant review that has resulted
in clearer priorities and direction, a more effective
structure, a largely new leadership team, more charter
groups, and a distinctively collaborative approach to
ministry. God has been gracious to us in the past and
we believe that we are now poised for a fresh move of
his Spirit in this new season.

OTHER PROJECTS
We developed a set of QB Board guidelines that
capture the values and culture of the Board as well as
its operation. This document was particularly designed
for the induction of new Board members.
After questions were raised by churches, the Board
began to consider what commitments are needed
from churches wishing to join the QB Movement and
subsequently produced a discussion paper on the
issue. The processing of this issue will be a collaborative
project with our churches and pastors over the next
few years. To this end, the Board has established a
subcommittee that will guide the process.
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”

Then you will know that I am the
LORD; those who hope in me
will not be disappointed.
(Isa. 49:23)

JOHN SWEETMAN

INTENTIONAL INTERIM DIRECTOR
OF THE QB MOVEMENT
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Director of QB Services
I am sure you will agree that the
difficulties brought about by
the COVID-19 global pandemic
ensured that 2020 was a most
challenging year! A significant
scripture for me during 2020
was Hebrews 4:16; Let us then
approach God’s throne of grace
with confidence, so that we may receive mercy and find
grace to help us in our time of need.
The challenges and uncertainty created by COVID-19,
along with the ensuing sudden lockdown and the
imposition of community wide restrictions, meant
that I was constantly coming to God’s throne of grace
asking for mercy, grace and help not just for myself but
for QB Services and our QB churches. The Greek word
for ‘help’ in this passage from Hebrews 4 is boētheian.
According to one reference book this word refers to
a particular type of help, namely, “critical assistance
that meets an urgent situation.” How appropriate!
Interestingly, this same word is used in Acts 27: 17
to describe the process of passing ropes around the
hull of a ship to hold it together while it weathered a
severe storm.
I am thankful to God’s grace and mercy in providing us
with the help that we have needed, not just to weather
the storms of 2020 but also to see collaboration
increase across the movement and God’s work actually
progressed!
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QB BOARD AND BOARD EXECUTIVE
I have greatly appreciated the support and hard work of
the Board over the course of the year. I am particularly
thankful for Peter Sweetman’s wise leadership as the
Board Chair. In response to the health emergency,
the QB Board established a COVID-19 response group
consisting of Peter Sweetman, Alistair McPherson,
Phillip McCallum, Mark Hodgson, John Sweetman,
Stephen Hendricks and me. Meeting on a weekly to
fortnightly basis, this group provided much needed
strategic support and guidance through the difficulties
of the pandemic. This group has since morphed into a
more deliberate form of Board Executive.
COVID-19
Assisting the churches through the impacts of the
COVID-19 pandemic became a priority for many of the
QB operational staff. I am thankful to God that at the
commencement of 2020 we had a full complement
of team members to be able to assist churches and
pastors as they had to adjust quickly to new realities
and constantly changing conditions.
Having established a positive working relationship with
the QLD Heads of Churches, I was able to collaborate
together with them to lobby both Government
and QLD Health and represent the unique needs of
churches to those responsible for the formulation of
industry plans and health directives. I need to also
acknowledge the significant contribution that Liz
McFarland has made through the pandemic. While
Liz’s role primarily relates to office management, HR,
and church safety matters, she was re-tasked during
the health emergency to assist me directly with the
interpreting of government health directives and
providing specific details and updates for churches to
assist them in complying with health directives and
the requirements of industry plans.
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S TA F F M O V E M E N T S
It has been a pleasure to work with John Sweetman
during 2020 in his role as the IIDoM and CoRMs. John
and I collaborated effectively on a range of strategic
movement and operational matters over the course
of the year. I applaud John for his skilled leadership,
tireless work in implementing structural elements
arising from the QB Review as well as his development
of resources to support churches in and through the
pandemic.
In early 2020 David Elvery took on responsibility for
the work of pastoral services as the Director of QB
Pastoral Services. David has done an outstanding job
of creating efficiencies, streamlining processes and
developing new initiatives for future implementation
such as professional supervision for pastors.
Mark Westhuyzen had little time to adjust into any
sort of routine in his new role as Director of Church
Health Services before COVID-19 hit, but he had
been effectively inducted by Stephen Ball, who after
well over a decade of service with QB, concluded his
time with us. Stephen provided much appreciated
support for me in my role as DoS and worked closely
with both David Elvery and Mark Westhuyzen as they
transitioned into their new roles.
It is unfortunate that through the uncertainly created
by COVID-19, a few admin related positions were
made redundant in QB Operations, and we take this
opportunity to extend our thanks to Ann Armour and
Greg Guerrero for their many years of faithful service
to the movement.
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In 2019 I oversaw a review and restructure of our
approach to administrative support within QB
Operations. This was fully implemented in 2020, and
as a result we have moved to a more collaborative
‘pool’ based approach to the provision of admin
support. A big thanks to Susan Harris who was tasked
with providing me with specific admin support when
required.
CHURCH SUPPORT
LEADERSHIP GROUP
I have had the privilege of leading the Church Support
Leadership Group which was formed to continue
the important work of providing direct support for
churches and pastors, a function that was previously
carried out by the Regional Consultancy Team. Meeting
on a monthly basis the group processes information
provided by the Regional Ministers, Pastoral Services,
QB Admin, Church Planting Services, Ethnic Services
and Church Health Services to assist churches
and pastors in areas such as pastoral settlements,
church and pastoral reviews, resourcing and general
consultancy.
QB SERVICES LEADERSHIP TEAM
The newly established QB Services Leadership Team
also met monthly throughout the year. Members of the
team for 2020 were: John Sweetman (IIDoM), Stewart
Pieper (DoS), Phillip McCallum (DAS), Jon Campbell
(Carinity CEO), Robert Chapman (Baplink Manager),
Andrew Grant (Director QCCC), Peter Francis (Malyon
Principal), Andrew McCafferty (Principal MVT), Mark
Westhuyzen (DCHS) and David Elvery (DoPS). The
team have developed a strong culture of collaboration
and mutual support through a greater involvement
in the operational budget setting process and the
formulation of a 5-year QB Services Strategic Plan.
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CHARTER GROUP COUNCILS
Throughout 2020 I continued my participation
in the monthly Carinity Council meetings and
quarterly Ministerial Service Committee meetings. I
also regularly participated in Baplink Management
Committee meetings and was available to join other
councils and committees as needed.
R E P R E S E N TAT I O N
Hillcrest College Board: In 2019 QB Operations
were called upon to provide assistance to the Board
of Hillcrest College (a ministry of Reedy Creek Baptist
Church). I was appointed as co-chair of the Hillcrest
College Board until March 2020 when Jeff Ireland
graciously took my place as a QB representative.
During the year and at the request of the Hillcrest
College Company, QB took over ultimate responsibility
for this significant and wonderful ministry.

Baptist World Alliance: The QB Board endorsed my
nomination to join the organising committee for the
2025 Baptist World Congress which meet twice yearly.
Brisbane has been short listed to host this congress in
2025.
While 2020 was a challenging year, there is much to
celebrate! Just as the Lord God has provided mercy
and grace to help us in the past, he will also be faithful
to provide us with all that we need, to all that he has
called us to do now and into the future.
I believe that the QB Movement is well positioned to
see a move of God and to realise the opportunities for
communicating the love of Jesus to our community
that has had its foundations shaken by the events of
this past year.
S T E WA R T P I E P E R
DIRECTOR OF QB SERVICES

Australian Baptist Ministries: With broader closures
and the halting of interstate travel, the twice-yearly
National Council and state leaders meetings that I
participate in were all held electronically.
QLD Heads of Churches: The bimonthly meetings for
the Heads of Churches were predominately held via
electronic means.
Christian Religious Instruction Alliance QLD: I
have participated in the effective development and
advancement of religious instruction in state schools
on behalf of the movement through being a member
of the QRIAQ Governance Committee which also met
on a monthly basis.
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QB Board Chair
During 2019, the Board was
led to choose Collaboration
from its six review priorities
(Biblical Authority, Faith Filled
Prayer, Collaborative Autonomy,
Servant Leadership, Intentional
Discipleship, and Effective
Mission), to be a special focus
of the QB Movement in 2020. The Board, along with
the rest of our world, was unaware of the difficulties,
dislocation, separation and great stress that a global
pandemic would bring in the year ahead. As a
movement we thank God for the help, comfort and
counsel of the Holy Spirit during such a tumultuous
year and how our oneness in Christ has been
powerfully strengthened as Queensland Baptists
through the COVID trials of 2020.

caring and supporting the vulnerable and those
adversely impacted by the pandemic. The name of
Jesus has been lifted high in our state and beyond.
•

•

GOD’S GRACE DURING COVID
At the outset of this report I want to briefly
acknowledge just a few of the ways we have seen the
hand of God powerfully at work among us during this
most turbulent of years.
• Our great hope in Jesus as Saviour and the one
who reigns over all things has been our mighty
foundation during all the suffering COVID brought.
We thank God for the healing He brought as
individuals and churches prayed for those affected.
As a Board, we express our sympathies to those in
our Baptist family who sadly lost family members
here in Australia and overseas. We give thanks that
we know the one who is the God of all comfort.
•
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We also give thanks for the deeply sacrificial
giving throughout our churches in this past year
which God used to bless so many in financial need
throughout our state and beyond. QB churches and
ministries were on the frontline in so many places

We thank God for all our charter groups and the
QB leadership team who provided enormous
support to churches. The provision of advice in
the face of constantly changing government
directives, assistance as church services and
theological education moved to online, support
for those experiencing financial challenges and
caring for the most vulnerable, were all used by
the Holy Spirit to sustain and encourage.
Special mention is needed concerning two QB
ministries. God’s provision for Queensland Camping
and Conference Centres (QCCC) when camping in
our state came to a standstill, is an amazing story.
We give thanks to God for government support
and for Andrew Grant, the Director of QCCC
who worked tirelessly during this very stressful
period in support of all the QCCC employees.
We thank God too for His great grace for
Carinity when one of the workers in our aged
care homes tested positive for COVID. Through
the prayers of many, Jon Campbell’s excellent
leadership as Carinity’s CEO and the courageous
commitment of eleven Carinity workers who
volunteered to work at Karinya, all the residents
remained safe and Carinity’s responses were
commended by government authorities.

•

There are so many other stories of God’s goodness
and kindness but one special moment needs to
mentioned. In what may be the largest prayer
meeting in our movement’s history, more than
300 Queensland Baptists from locations all around
our state met together for prayer via zoom. It was
such a powerful night as we united to ask for
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God’s guidance and help as a movement and our
gracious Father has proved to be so faithful.
The Board wants to acknowledge the collaborative
efforts, sacrificial service and fervent prayers of
everyone in our movement during the unprecedented
circumstances of 2020. We thank God for his sustaining
grace and the truth of his Word, ‘that all things work
together for good to those who love God, to those who
are the called according to His purpose.’ Romans 8:28.
R E V I E W I M P L E M E N TAT I O N
During all the disruptions COVID brought to our
movement in 2020, the Board continued its work of
implementing the Review recommendations passed
at the 2019 Annual Assembly.
Extensive consulting continued with the pastors and
churches, resulting in new goals, being discerned for
our Movement based on Matt 28:18-20. These were
overwhelmingly adopted at the Annual Assembly in
October. There was also lengthy consultation with
the churches concerning the many constitutional
changes called for by the adoption of the Review
recommendations, along with some much needed
updating of this foundational document. A special
thanks to our Administrative Services Director, Phillip
McCallum, and the team he led, who so ably guided
this process, culminating again in the overwhelming
support of all changes at the Annual Assembly.
The structural re-organization of QB was also tested
during 2020. The two leader structure (DoM & DoS)
operated very effectively as did the new QB Services’
Leadership team. Two new charter groups (QCCC
and Baplink) were established with the provision of
gifted council members to aid the good governance
of these ministries. The excellent work of the Directors
of Church Health Services and Pastoral Services, and
the effective functioning of the thirteen Regional
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Ministers and nineteen Area Pastors throughout the
state, has provided new resources and good support
for the pastors and churches of our Movement. The
Board will continue to review the new structure to
discern if further support is required in any area but
there were strong affirmations, including positive
support at Assembly, that the changes are bringing a
renewed sense of involvement, unity and mission.
NEW DEVELOPMENTS
There were also a number of other significant
developments the Board sought to discern God’s
leading in 2020.
A COVID taskforce was established to assist the
Director of QB Services provide advice to churches
in the rapidly changing circumstances that marked
2020. The value of this group led to the formation
of a Board Executive, meeting usually twice a
month via zoom, to assist in the processing of
board matters. Discussions with Malyon Theological
College and Malyon Vocational Training progressed
the development of a potential new charter group
which would oversee all training, both accredited
and non-accredited, throughout QB. Consultation
also commenced with schools linked with the QB
Movement, and the Board is investigating the possible
establishment of a Christian education charter group.
Another significant Board dialogue focused on what it
means to be a member of the QB Movement. A Board
subcommittee was established to collaboratively
work through this issue with churches during 2021.
The Board also worked closely with Carinity in the
extension of its mission through partnerships with
local churches. The provision of up to $500,000 p.a.
for approved Public Benevolent Institution activities is
an exciting development between Carinity and local
churches.
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A P P R E C I AT I O N O F S E R V I C E
There are a number of people the Board would like to
particularly mention for their service in our Movement.

Messer and the Ministerial Services Committee chaired
by Rev Glenn Brodie and the expertise and extensive
experience of Rev Ken Conwell has been invaluable in
matters relating to National Redress.

We give much thanks for the servant leadership of
Rev Dr John Sweetman who left retirement to serve
this year as the Interim Director of the QB Movement.
John’s extensive understanding of QB and his unique
gifts in discerning and facilitating good governance
and organisational structures, resulted in a very fruitful
year. He has helped to lay a very healthy foundation
for the next season of our Movement. John also
formed an excellent partnership with Stewart Pieper
and their united godly leadership was such a blessing
to our Movement. John will continue to serve QB in a
part time capacity following his appointment as the
Coordinator of Regional Ministers commencing in
January 2021.

The Board particularly wants to recognise the service
of Rev Stephen Ball, who retired following more than
12 years as a Regional Consultant. Stephen has made
an outstanding contribution to Qld Baptists, serving
in pastoral, educational and leadership roles since
1989. We do give much thanks to God for Stephen’s
sacrificial commitment, his godly character and the
breadth of his skills and abilities which made him
such a great blessing to so many personally and to
the health and growth of Queensland Baptists. Thank
you, Stephen and Annette, for all you have done and
we pray God will continue to use you mightily in the
Kingdom missions He has planned for you in the
season ahead.

The Board also wants to recognise the very able
ministry of Rev Stewart Pieper who carried such a
heavy load leading QB Services, particularly with the
additional demands COVID brought. Stewart was
very capably supported by Mr Phillip McCallum as the
Director of Administrative Services and all the Charter
Group leaders Robert Chapman (Baplink), Andrew
Grant (QCCC), Peter Francis and Andrew McCafferty
(Malyon Theological & Vocational Training Colleges)
and Jon Campbell (Carinity) who have led their
ministries so effectively.

Finally, we express our thanks to two retiring Board
members. Dr Pam Condie concluded her fourth
and final term on the Board where she has made an
outstanding contribution. Over her eight-year term
Pam served on a number of sub committees including
the small team which led the review of QB from 20172019. We are so pleased that Pam will be continuing to
serve Queensland Baptists following her appointment
as the QB Archives Officer. Rev Matt Anstey made
the decision to lay down his Board responsibilities in
order to focus on his added work load following his
appointment as a Regional Minister. Matt too made
a very valuable contribution during his time on the
Board and was also part of the small group which bore
such a heavy workload in guiding the QB Review.

The new QB structure has also strengthened the
Board’s relationship with our charter groups and
we express our thanks to the chairs, Mr David Eagle
(Baplink), Rev Chris Johnson (Camping), Rev Matt
Hunt and Rev Mark Mackay (Malyon), Mr Richard
Wray (Carinity) along with all those serving on these
councils for their commitment and skills in helping
to ensure good governance throughout all the arms
of QB. The Board has also valued the advice of the
Financial Services Committee, chaired by Mr Andrew
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BOARD MEMBERS 2020
We thank God for the provision of three new members
for the Board. Pastor Lorraine Pfeffer, a member of the
pastoral team at Ashgrove Baptist and Rev Richard
Cathie, the Senior Pastor of Bundaberg Baptist joined
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2020 BOARD MEMBERS
Rev Matt Anstey

Senior Pastor Kruger Parade Baptist Church

Rev Richard Cathie

Senior Pastor Bundaberg Baptist Church former practitioner

Dr Pam Condie

Life Point Christian Church former state Commissioner Girls Brigade

Rev Phillip Greenbury

Senior Pastor Lifepointe Baptist Church

Rev Stephen Hendrick

Senior Pastor Stafford Heights Baptist Church

Mr Mark Hodgson

Administrator Riverlife Baptist Church & chief financial officer of financial advising company

Dr Anne Klose

Gateway Baptist Church part-time lecturer Malyon Theological College

Mr Alistair Macpherson

The Grove Baptist Community Church director of law firm (Vice-chair)

Pastor Lorraine Pfeffer

Pastor Ashgrove Baptist Church and Counsellor

Rev Peter Sweetman

Founding Pastor Bridgeman Baptist Community Church (Chair)

Rev Craig Yeomans

Senior Pastor Whitsunday Baptist Church

Rev Stewart Pieper

Director of QB Services

Rev Dr John Sweetman

Interim Director of the QB Movement

the Board in May, filling two casual vacancies. We have
valued the insights Lorraine brings as a female pastor
and very experienced Christian counsellor and also
the knowledge Richard brings as a regional pastor
and former medical practitioner. Richard’s medical
understanding is very helpful as the Board meets its
responsibilities concerning aged care in Carinity. Both
Lorraine and Richard were elected to the Board at the
2020 Annual Assembly. The third new member was
the Rev Dr John Sweetman who joined the Board in
his role as the Interim Director of the QB Movement.
FA I T H F O R T H E F U T U R E
There was a very powerful moment at the Board
retreat in August, as leaders of the charter groups and
the directors of our operational ministries shared how
they, and those they lead, were seeking to support
the newly established vision of Queensland Baptists.

As new visions and the heart to work together was
expressed by each leader, faith rose in all our hearts
that the Holy Spirit has new and mighty plans to
empower us as a Movement to impact Queensland and
beyond for Jesus.
The prayer of the Board, along with our incoming
Director of the QB Movement, Pastor Jason Elsmore,
is that we will keep contemplating ways to spur one
another on towards love and good deeds, that we will
stand united, and like the prophet Habakkuk, we will
be faith filled as a movement that God has mighty
plans to bless in our time.
Lord, I have heard of your fame; I stand in awe of your
deeds, Lord. Repeat them in our day, in our time make
them known.
PETER SWEETMAN
BOARD CHAIR
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Administrative Services
Praise God for his many blessings
that come to mind as I begin
the 13th Annual Report I have
authored in my role as Director
of Administrative Services. It
has been a complex and rollercoaster style year, but it is good
to know that God is still in
control. Let me take you on some of that journey.
The “plot twist” in the story of the last year of course
has been COVID-19. The restrictions and responses
to the epidemic on a state and national level have
naturally flown through the structures of Queensland
Baptists as they have through every organisation in
the country. In late March, we made the decision to
break the office staff into two teams, so our exposure
was limited if there was to be any locally acquired
cases. For a couple of months there, Stewart Pieper
and I did all our communication online as we were on
different teams – so we learnt many new methods of
getting things done! After an interim period when
some people were back and others were not, we
finally moved back to everyone being in the office
by August, and have managed to keep with this ever
since. We also needed to make the very difficult
decision to reduce the size of the team, and offered
redundancies to three members of the team, which
was incredibly difficult news for everyone in such
a tight-knit group. The impact on us and so many
others would have been far worse had it not been for
JobKeeper, and in my view a significant proportion
of the credit for Australia’s good performance in the
pandemic can be given to the decision to provide
some generous funding for people to comply with the
lockdown requirements.
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Many of you are aware of my Victorian heritage, so I
have found myself not only living out the reality of our
situation but thinking of my Mum, siblings, son and
grandchildren living under the profoundly tougher
lockdown conditions in Melbourne. I am thankful
they have come through it reasonably well, and that
I managed to get two trips down there during the
year without needing to quarantine. God is good. In
a similar manner, while virtually all churches across
Queensland were affected by the restrictions, most
are now getting back to something like normal. By
contrast many Victorian churches have still not had a
return to normal services.
Undoubtably a highlight of the year for me was the
appointment of Liz McFarland as Office Manager, with
the intention of taking much of the daily running
responsibility off my role. It has not quite turned out
as expected yet, with an immense amount of Liz’s time
being tied up with understanding and responding
to the COVID requirements for QB, and advising
churches of the requirements placed upon them.
Despite this being unexpected, we have appreciated
her work. We have also taken the step of moving all
of the administrative resources in the team together
under Liz’s supervision, with the hope of seeing some
efficiencies thanks to the flexibility of moving people
to where the greatest need at any given time might
be. We have appreciated the manner in which Susan,
Jos, Kirsten, Trish and Sharon have responded to this
situation, despite there still being plenty of work to go
on this front.
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Assembly itself was another matter that was dealt
with harshly by the pandemic environment. Unable
to operate at QCCC Mapleton and unable to gather
in such numbers, our usual Pastors and Spouses
conference was cancelled and the Business Day
postponed. Eventually, six and a half months later,
we did meet at Riverlife Baptist Church on 30th
October, and despite being somewhat subdued by
the circumstances, it was a good and positive day of
fellowship and decision making.
A highlight, both personally and corporately, of that
day was the unanimous acceptance of the revised
constitution for The Baptist Union of Queensland. This
was the codifying of the many changes brought about
by the QB Review, but we sought to do far more than
this and to treat it as an opportunity to clean up many
issues arising with the previous document. While I
found myself spending a lot of time on this project,
we can be so thankful firstly to the committee who
walked the early part of the journey, and then the
Board which engaged actively in discussions about
decisions about how certain matters ought to be
reflected. There was also plenty of engagement from
members of Assembly, who made suggestions and
responded warmly as we sorted through some of the
matters under debate. The outcome is something we
can be proud of! A good constitution should never
stand still, but I would be hopeful that the structure
of this document will serve us well for many years to
come.
Considering how much changed in 2020, it was going
to be interesting to see how our church’s statistics
responded. We sent out the same core set of questions
as we have for the last twelve years, although matters
such as “number of people in your community” were
going to be tricky to interpret, especially at the end of
June when many of us had not met together in person
for over three months. Church membership has
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reduced marginally to 18,058, and while the change
is within the margin of error for this informal survey,
it is the first time in ten years that membership across
our churches has dropped. Total church community
dropped by around 2,000 to 53,054, but encouragingly
this drop was not reflected in the number of under
18’s involved in our programs. The number of people
at services (redefined for COVID purposes, obviously)
increased slightly on last year. With only 585 baptisms,
this was unsurprisingly the lowest number we have
seen in the statistical series. Outside contacts also
dropped by around 2,000. But here’s an unexpected
outcome: total church giving increased by just over
6% to its highest level ever, falling only a whisker short
of $1 million per week being provided to our churches.
We saw this reflected in giving to the Bapshare budget
as well, with an increase of around 5% across the
churches being shown. Considering most churches
have not been taking up offerings and have become
totally reliant on electronic giving, this is a remarkable
result.
We are now almost two years into the National
Redress Scheme and we can be thankful that at the
early stages this has not turned into the pandora’s box
some feared. A second round of church applications
has meant that well over 90% of our churches are now
a part of the scheme and a part of the pool funding
arrangements to assist with claims. We have so far
not been hit by too many applications for claims but
we can be very thankful for the work Ken Conwell
is doing in coordinating our response to these. By
the end of 2020, we had yet to be asked to make a
financial settlement on any of these matters, although
we would believe this will change in the next year.
Still, at this early stage it would seem the financial
estimates made in our initial briefings to churches will
be generous, and we will be in a position to afford the
cost of claims being made.
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I made mention last year of the introduction of “Super
Thursday” – the opportunity for all our charter group
councils to meet together on the same night for dinner
and devotions prior to their normal meetings. Little
did we know that we would end up only meeting once
in this way during 2020, with most of the meetings
being held electronically in COVID times. Let’s be
praying that this initiative will get back into gear with
the normal quarterly pattern for the year ahead.

Most of all, I thank God for his enabling, and
empowering, in this role. He has gifted me to take
on these challenges, and equips me to be able to see
them through. It is an honour to serve, and I thank
Him especially for being my strength through all that
occurs.
God bless!
PHILLIP MCCALLUM

As I conclude this report, I wish to thank my wife and
children for their ongoing support of me in this role.
It has not been our easiest year, with some health
challenges and the changes of life that inevitably
result as our children become adults. Home is a very
special place for me and I thank Shelley in particular
for the manner in which she supports and encourages
me.
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Baplink

As everyone else will attest to, 2020 was certainly a
different year for us all. At Baplink, we saw it as a year
of great opportunity to support and extend assistance
to our churches and affiliates, as they in turn, extended
it to their communities.
While some churches sought financial relief, the
number was fewer than anticipated. Despite a
challenging start to the year, we were pleased to
hear reports of many churches still meeting, if not
exceeding, their budgets.
Our team helped many churches navigate the
complexities of JobKeeper and the Cash Flow Boost.
We spent many months putting in place a new
depositing system that would have the least impact
for our churches. 2020 saw two interest rate cuts for
church loans and one interest rate cut for home loans.
The Baplink team are amazing!
The following are stories from 2 of our QB churches
and their journey:
LIFEPOINT CHURCH
Lifepoint Church is a relatively young Baptist church
meeting in a school at Rothwell in Moreton Bay. Our
mission is to make Jesus known and see thousands
of lives transformed by the gospel. We believe that
God has placed us where we are to reach out to every
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generation by investing and inviting them to hear and
experience the good news of Jesus Christ.
In 2019 we began prayerfully searching in earnest for
a facility that we could own as it was becoming clear
our ministry needs were changing. We were previously
very happy to worship and outreach in hired spaces,
but we started to see not owning our own facility as
a hindrance to ministry to youth and families in our
region. Having our own space is especially important
for our youth and children ministries which are
growing and bringing in new families every week. We
also run ministries such as Alpha, Christians Against
Poverty, and a Mum’s playgroup that support and
connect with our community.
We dedicated weeks aside to prayer and fasting,
and towards the end of 2019 a great block on the
intersection of one of the biggest intersections in the
Moreton Bay Region went up for sale. Its cost seemed
beyond what our church could afford, but we felt God
calling us to pursue it.
Baplink were a very helpful partner during this
process, sometimes signing and approving paperwork
within a week and helping us see our vision gradually
become a reality. In the end we had a very smooth
and problem free process, and while we pursue a
design and development approval, already have an
office and are conducting ministries on the site. Our
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5-year vision is to have a church where new believers
are baptised every month and that is known in our
region for being a city on a hill.

around the building vision, and a deep commitment
from many to financially support the project over its
history.

God is good, and we’re excited to see how he guides
us next.
THE GROVE
A fourteen-year vision from the Lord becomes a reality,
as we open our first church building in March 2021.
We give all glory to God because of his amazing and
timely provision throughout the church planting and
pioneering years. Now for the first time in the history
of two Brisbane suburbs, Ferny Grove and Upper
Kedron have a visible and permanent witness to Jesus
Christ within them.
This property that God led The Grove to purchase in
2012, was approved as a place of worship in 2018. Two
years later, 2020 was the year to construct the ministry
centre designed by Russ Sweetman. The building plan
was clearly from the Holy Spirit, for how it serves the
purpose of the church as a house of worship to glorify
Jesus, a home to love and disciple people of all ages,
and a hub for mission to share the good news from.
The church building includes a 400-seat auditorium,
large foyer and treetops deck, a kids and youth
ministry level, a kitchen, an office floor, and a 90-space
carpark. The property is positioned on a hill behind a
2000 student High School, adjacent to a sports field
precinct and on a major road at the entrance to the
suburbs.
Since The Grove was planted by Bridgeman Baptist in
2007, the church have rented premises and setup for
church every week. The Grove family are very excited
about the next season and new opportunities for
ministry and mission a building will now bring. The
congregation have experienced a powerful unity

The Grove have also been blessed by the support of
Baplink across the years. First through a property loan
in 2012, and recently through a building loan. The
church is grateful for the financial arm of QB, that is
responsible and wise in its assessment of lending and
financial support, including the way Baplink seeks to
listen to God’s leading in where to invest. As a church
we valued the confirmation on our project by Baplink’s
financial and spiritual support.
As a local church within the Queensland Baptist
movement, we are faith filled that greater things are
coming for churches of all sizes and shapes in our state,
as together we seek to reach people everywhere with
the gospel. We are so grateful for this new ministry
tool, and please pray that we would use it faithfully
and with all our hearts for the Great Commission.
At Baplink we consider it a great privilege to serve
the mission of Queensland Baptists by investing in
ministry.
“…for my house will be called a house of prayer for all
nations”. The Sovereign LORD declares - he who gathers
the exiles of Israel: “I will gather still others to them
besides those already gathered”.
Isaiah 56:7b-8 (NIV)
ROBERT CHAPMAN
MANAGER
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Baptist Church Archives
The past year has seen a
significant change in the
Archives. Rev Dr David Parker
stepped down as Archives
Officer on 24th June 2020 (after
almost 40 years in this role) and
Dr Pamela Condie commenced
as the new QB archivist on 1st
July.
David continues to work in the Archives as a volunteer
and has provided valuable assistance to Pam as she
has settled into her new voluntary role. Bill Hughes and
Anne Cameron have also continued in their roles as
volunteer assistant archivists, each overseeing specific
research projects. Bill’s current project focuses on the
history of the forerunner of Mission to Queensland, i.e.
the Queensland Home Mission Department. Anne is
currently finetuning the cataloguing of the Archives
contents, a major project which will provide great
help to researchers. Towards the end of 2020 we were
joined by Dr Rodney Kirkpatrick who is currently
assisting individual churches seeking information
about their church history.
Our current work schedule is as follows:
Pam Condie
Mondays and Wednesdays (10am - 4pm)
David Parker, Anne Cameron, Bill Hughes
Wednesdays (8.30am - 11.30am)
Rod Kirkpatrick Mondays (10am - 12.30pm)
A report on 2020 would not be complete without
an observation on Covid’s impact on our work in the
Archives. In accordance with QB’s Covid-compliance
requirements, we were closed to the public until well
into the second part of the year. However, we still
dealt with the regular email (and occasional phone)
requests from churches and individuals for information
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and assistance. These covered a broad range of
topics – e.g., church history (date work commenced,
constituted, joined QB, etc), information regarding
pastors and their years of service, personal data for
obituaries, family history requests, denominationalrelated research, and those conducting academic
research. Some church historians and researchers also
requested access to our records for projects such as
books and research papers. These requests continued
to increase during the closing months of 2020 and, at
the time of writing, have not shown any decline in the
new year.
Since the Archives is staffed by volunteers, this has
proved to be quite a workload and there is an everincreasing backlog of administrative work requiring
attention. We give priority to valid requests, and as
these continue their steady in-flow, so our backlog
continues to grow.
The QB Archives provides a vital role in preserving our
denominational history. Valid researchers come and
gather relevant facts and data. Churches preparing
for their centenary celebrations (and those with
other significant anniversaries) may find the Archives
a veritable mine of information (provided their
church has had the foresight to lodge their historical
documents, photos etc with us over the years).
We have commenced a file incorporating all the official
QB Covid updates since they were first circulated
in early 2020. This will provide a valuable historical
record, available for future reference. One motivation
for this initiative has been the discovery that very
little documentation exists relating to the 1919 Flu
Epidemic – also a global pandemic.
One of the major projects in which we are currently
engaged is the ongoing development of our digital
archives. In mid-2020, both Dr Parker and Dr Condie
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engaged in a Zoom conference with Jenny Manasco,
the Digital Archivist for the American Baptist Society
of Archivists (the oldest Baptist historical society) in
the USA. This was a beneficial time and encouraged
us in our focus on continuing to build our digital
archive. All our hard-copy photographic collection
has been scanned and digitised – a major undertaking
successfully overseen by Bill Hughes. Planning is
currently underway for the scanning and digitising
of our slide collection, and hopefully this will be
completed during 2021. Ultimately, our goal is to
digitise all significant paper records to store safely
along with our increasing collection of born-digital
files.
A new challenge relates to our available storage space.
We were recently blessed with the bestowal, from QB
Services, of several filing cabinets containing pastoral
and church paper records (which had been digitised
prior to being passed on to the Archives) and for which
we are most appreciative. However, our only available
storage is in the Annexe which needs an upgrade to
its air-conditioning system to ensure these valuable
records do not suffer environmental deterioration.
Among several projects awaiting our attention, is the
storage of our original print photos (all of which are
now digitised) in a photo-safe archival filing system.
Hopefully, this will be undertaken this year and, once
adequately housed in a dedicated filing cabinet, will
also be stored in the Annexe.
May I encourage you to give serious thought to
preserving your church history by lodging significant
historical documents, photos etc with the QB Archives
where they will be catalogued, added to the database
index, and stored in a safe environment. For further
information on how to pursue this process, please
feel free to contact the Archives. Links to information
about the Archives and BHQ is mounted on the QB
website main page and at https://www.qb.org.au/
our-ministeries/queensland-baptists-archive/. Here
you will find a link to our helpful, downloadable,
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Guide Sheets. These cover the management of
church records, archives and history. Baptist Heritage
Queensland (BHQ) is currently developing a dedicated
website for the Archives. We will advertise the site
address in The Hub and QB Magazine as soon as it is
available.
I would like to take this opportunity to express
appreciation for the ongoing work and support given
to the Archives by BHQ. Over the years they have
generously provided us with equipment, including
our current scanner which will soon be utilised to scan
our slide collection in preparation for adding them to
our growing digital archive. For those interested in
learning more about QB’s history, why not consider
becoming a BHQ member? Details may be found at
the link shown in the above paragraph.
Over the years, many researchers have benefited
through accessing historical data kept in the Archives
– for a great number this has been part of their
academic research; for others it has been for family
history compilation; some have sought details of
various Queensland Baptists’ service when preparing
an obituary; and as stated, others have successfully
researched their church’s history. These Archives are
the repository of nearly 150 years of the work and
ministry of Queensland Baptists, and it is an honour to
maintain and develop this fascinating, and valuable,
denominational resource.
There is much to be learnt from our history: our
journey commenced, nearly 150 years ago, when
those with a passion to share the good news of Jesus
planted churches throughout our state. They laid a
foundation for a denominational vision that looks to
the future with the continued sharing of Jesus’ good
news – east, west, north, south – right throughout this
vast state of Queensland.
D R PA M CO N D I E, OA M
ARCHIVES OFFICER, QUEENSLAND BAPTISTS
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Baptist World Aid Australia
WHO WE ARE?

OUR VISION

Baptist World Aid is a
Christian aid and development
organisation. We partner with
Australian Christians to be love
and end poverty. It’s a question
we often ask ourselves at Baptist
World Aid. We have two answers. Firstly, we need to
let the life of Jesus flow out into all that we do. Jesus
walked alongside the marginalised, the vulnerable
and the poor. Acting that out is an essential part of
our mission. Secondly, we need to empower people
so they can move from hopelessness to hope.

A world where poverty has ended, and all people
enjoy the fullness of life God intends.

We can do those best by working together.

Building partnerships to generate lasting solutions to
global poverty. Through our mission, churches and
supporters generously give to bring transformation to
the lives of people, supporting work to take families
beyond a life of poverty and vulnerability. We engage
with this work from a country which enjoys enormous
privilege, wealth, high standards of education, health
care, and other public services. And yet, in the few past
years, we as Australians have experienced our own
collective vulnerability: firstly, with the catastrophic
bushfires which raged across extensive parts of the
nation, and secondly, with the threat of the COVID-19
global pandemic. 2020 may well constitute the most
challenging year of our lifetimes with substantial
economic and social impact likely to continue for a
number of years, in Australia and beyond.

Right now, poverty is increasing for the first time in
more than 30 years. The immense efforts that moved
millions out of poverty are buckling under the weight
of COVID-19. Many are predicting that we will soon be
in the worst humanitarian crisis since World War II. We
have a huge task ahead of us if we are to meet the first
Sustainable Development goal, to ‘end poverty in all
its forms everywhere’.
But we can do it. We can affect change. We can
show Jesus’ love. We can give people hope. We can
end poverty . . . together.

O U R VA LU E S
•
•
•
•
•

We are Called
We are Caring
We are Together
We are Innovative
We are Dedicated

OUR MISSION

S N A P S H OT O F 2020 F O R BWA
•
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Working from Home – With the quality of our
systems we were able to rapidly shift to remote
work during 2020.
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•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
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Humanitarian Shift – When COVID-19 hit, we
transitioned our international program to a
humanitarian mode – education, relief, recovery,
and preparedness.
Partner Collaboration – We worked with all
our partners on the ground globally, to consider
their organisational survival and staff safety. We
helped determine feasible and creative methods
to support communities and refugee groups with
public health education, food security, and other
health support.
Leadership – Through Transform Aid International,
played a significant role in the leadership of the
global Baptist movement, building a standard
of aid and development in concert with fellow
denominational agencies.
Advocacy – Ethical fashion research looked a little
different with the October 2020 publication of a
special edition COVID Fashion Report.
Supporter Care – We endeavoured to give
particular support to church leaders especially to
those made vulnerable through church closures.
Giving – Our amazing churches and supporters
answered the challenges of 2020 with a generous
and passionate response in the period to 30 June
with almost $1 million being raised in our first
phase COVID -19 Global Emergency Appeal and
Stand Together Church campaign.
Matching Grant Appeal - was the most successful
ever, seeing over $2.4 million raised and under the
arm of Transform Aid International, achieved a
revenue of $19.7 million for FY2020.
Disaster Management – Baptist World Aid
pivoted its programs to a largely humanitarian
footing as local partners developed strategies to
respond to COVID-19. Its Disaster Management
program reached 77,044 direct beneficiaries.
Refugees – We continued working with refugees
through our Rohingya and Middle East responses
as well as completing recovery work in the wake of
the Sulawesi Tsunami. Additionally, we conducted
a number of local responses to smaller disasters.

•

•

Countries – Baptist World Aid is now working
in over 20 countries as they deepen their
partnerships, and we thank our partners and keep
them in our prayers.
Our Future Direction – We continue to work
with strategic alliances and networks taking the
lead role in the aid and development space for
the global Baptist community. To that end, we
will continue to strengthen relationships and
collaboration with like-minded organisations,
including:
• Integral Alliance, a global alliance of 22 highcapacity Christian agencies with presence in
over 100 countries
• Baptist World Alliance Forum for Aid and
Development
• Asia-Pacific Baptist Federation, a coordination
body for the Asia Pacific region, with a
constituency of over 60 Baptist conventions
and 33,000 churches.

QUEENSLAND 2020
This year, Baptist World Aid appointed Pastor John
Mansfield as state relationship manager in place of
Pastor Brent Van Mourik who has taken up a pastoring
role in Toowoomba. We would like to thank Brent for
his work and dedication over the years he spent with us
and wish his family all the very best in his new role. John
was formally Family and Community Development
Pastor at Riverlife church where he pastored for seven
years and attended for forty years. He has also worked
extensively in various mission areas and countries
including Turkey, China, Thailand, Fiji and several trips
into Uganda and Kenya, one of which was with Baptist
World Aid fifteen years ago leading a team to visit the
programs and sponsored children. John also comes
with a management background in retail, marketing,
and counselling. John volunteered for Baptist World
Aid for the past sixteen years and worked under Andy
Coller for a period of time when he was in business.
We are excited that Pastor Andy Coller has re-joined
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the team assisting John in speaking appointments
and deputations and has taken on the Advocacy
and Catalyst role. John commenced in February on
a partner trip to Cambodia to see firsthand the work
and projects of which some were coming to the end
of their nine-year cycle with sponsored children
graduating from the program.
This year has been about making contact during
the COVID 19 period and establishing the needs of
churches. Child sponsorship has been the one area that
has struggled during COVID-19 due to not being able
to get into churches during this time. With restrictions
dropping in September, deputations and speaking
appointments increased with a busy calendar shaping
up for 2021. John also aligned with QB Women’s Anew
conference which was a huge success.
QLD CHURCH GIVING 2020
In all we have 157 QLD churches who support the work
we do at Baptist World Aid and we want to thank you
all during this difficult time. God has really blessed us
through your generosity seeing giving from our state
increase by close to 2% for the calendar year with a
total of $1,320,687.00 raised, so thank you.
As mentioned, child sponsorship is the one area that
has suffered during COVID-19 however we have over
881 children still sponsored on the program in QLD
alone. We also saw a lift in this area towards the end of
the year with at least 18 children sponsored once we
were able to get back into churches.
We also had a significant lift in the support
of Big Hearted Gifts through the Christmas
period and want to thank those churches
who participated in the stalls.

BWA 2021
2021 will be a very busy and exciting year for us with
a new look national team. CEO John Hickey will be
conducting state visits commencing with Queensland
in March this year. We are also looking at new church
partnership programs with greater engagement
and a specific focus on countries of choice. This will
also generate a more hands-on approach with state
relationship managers to resource, report, and equip.
We have also set up a new advocacy and catalyst team
and as mentioned, Andy Coller will head this up in
Queensland with our first launch in March this year.
O U R G R AT I T U D E
Once again, we are very thankful for the incredible
generosity shown by Australian Baptist churches and
you our wonderful supporters. We are also grateful
for the continuing and generous support of the
Australian Government and the faithful provision of
our sovereign God.
We have achieved a lot together and we want to
thank you most of all for standing with us in prayer.
As Micah 6:8 says, “He has shown you, O mortal, what
is good. And what does the LORD require of you? To
act justly and to love mercy and to walk humbly with
your God.” Doing justice is simply doing right by our
fellow man. Together, we can stand and respond to
God’s call to give generously to the poor and needy,
showing all who are watching on that there is a better
world to be had under the headship of Christ. Thanks
for partnering with us in prayer and with us in this
Mission!
In the fellowship of Christ,
PA S TO R J O H N M A N S F I E L D
Q U E E N S L A N D R E L AT I O N S H I P M A N A G E R
BAPTIST WORLD AID AUSTRALIA
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Carinity
DELIVERING
CARE
D U R I N G A PA N D E M I C
In 2020 we faced many
challenges brought on by the
COVID-19 pandemic which
impacted every aspect of the
delivery of our services across
Queensland.
The pandemic has highlighted how adaptable
the aged care and community services sectors in
Queensland need to be to continue to support the
people who rely on us and indeed, has exemplified
the fabulous work being done to protect our most
vulnerable.
Throughout the pandemic, including lockdowns,
our professional and dedicated staff have remained
committed to keeping our services running effectively,
and the vulnerable people we care for safe.
AGED CARE
Carinity’s aged care staff worked extremely hard to
keep seniors safe and living with purpose – while
overcoming the challenges of COVID-19.
Since March 2020, recurring lockdowns, restricted
visitor access, and constant changes to government
directives to keep residents safe, were par for the
course. The ingenuity of staff, who collectively care
for more than 1,000 seniors living in 11 communities
between Townsville and the Gold Coast, came to the
fore during the lockdowns.
During periods of enforced social distancing, our
employees adapted and innovated, to maintain
connection between residents and their families
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Carinity Brookfield Green aged care nurse Joann Sedillo
shows resident Irene Harm how to use a tablet

including teaching them to video call and creating
contactless ‘window chats’.
When Carinity Brookfield Green residents were
unable to attend services at the on-site chapel due to
government COVID-19 restrictions, Carinity partnered
with City Tabernacle Baptist Church to broadcast
Sunday church services to their rooms.
The extraordinary dedication and professionalism
of our staff was exemplified by their response to a
COVID-19 case at Carinity Karinya Place in Laidley.
A staff member tested positive for COVID-19 in
September which resulted in all residents and 11
staff being quarantined for a two-week period. The
staff shortage caused by the quarantine was filled by
staff from as far away as the Gold Coast, Brisbane and
Ipswich who volunteered to work at Karinya Place to
ensure the continuity of care for residents.
Carinity Education Southside students worked
in Karinya Place’s kitchen and chaplains from
Toowoomba and Brisbane doubled their contact
hours to support residents. Finally, Bridgeman Baptist
Community Church volunteers made up a range of
activity/pamper packs to give residents locked in their
rooms additional activities helping to pass the time in
quarantine.
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The outbreak was contained to just the one staff
member which was an answer to prayer. Queensland
Chief Health Officer, Jeannette Young, publicly praised
Carinity’s COVID preparedness and response.
Karinya Place also received recognition for their intergenerational gardening project – a collaboration
between residents and high school students to grow
and harvest vegetables to donate to local families in
need – as a finalist in the Future of Ageing Awards,
recognising leadership and innovation across
Australia’s aged care industry.
We celebrated the remarkable lives of our most senior
aged care residents – our centenarians – by inducting
them into the Carinity 100 Club. Eight residents
celebrated their 100th birthdays: Gweneth Cook,
Isabel Kerwin, Gladys McVoght, Norman Abbey, Edith
Howard, Claude McKnight, Mavis Cumner and Enid
Clifford.
Looking to the future, construction of a new
96-suite aged care service in Highfields is nearing
completion and will open in July next year. The
aged care community is adjacent to the existing
Brownesholme retirement village and is stage one
of a planned expansion of the seniors’ community
near Toowoomba. The sustainable aged care site will
be run completely off solar power captured through
1,350 solar panels and stored in locally manufactured
batteries.
RETIREMENT LIVING
Carinity operates retirement lifestyle villages in
Brisbane, Bundaberg, Ipswich, Rockhampton and
Toowoomba. Our aim is to make great communities
where people can thrive. Our residents agree; over
90 percent inform us their lives have improved since
joining a Carinity retirement community.
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Our seniors’ communities offer adaptive living,
allowing seniors to stay in the same community
they know and love throughout their later years. This
integrated service model is achieved through the colocation of retirement living, residential aged care
communities, and in-home care services at the one
location.
This model of care which exists at Carinity
seniors’ communities in Brisbane, Bundaberg and
Rockhampton will be replicated when Brownesholme
Aged Care opens beside the retirement village in
Highfields, which celebrated 25 years of operation in
2020. After a setback due to the Townsville floods of
2019, Carinity plans to re-commence work this year
on a new retirement village adjacent to our Fairfield
Grange aged care community.
YOUTH, DISABILIT Y AND
COMMUNITY SERVICES
Carinity supports Queensland families and
young people during times of need. Services in
Beaudesert, Brisbane, Moreton Bay, Yeppoon,
Boonah, Toogoolawah and Rockhampton cater to
youth experiencing homelessness, people living
with disability, and families and young people facing
difficulty in their lives.
Carinity Orana marked its 40th year of providing
crisis accommodation for young people experiencing
homelessness or at risk of becoming homeless. An
estimated 6,000 teenagers have stayed in Orana’s
emergency housing and accessed education and
training since opening.
Demand for Carinity’s counselling and support services
remains high, particularly during the pandemic.
Carinity’s Wahroonga, Talera, Illoura and Narangba
services provide psychological therapy to help clients
through issues such as anxiety, depression, grief and
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CHAPLAINCY
Each year, Carinity chaplains provide spiritual care
and support to thousands of people in hospitals,
correctional centres, Carinity aged care communities
and schools between Townsville and the Gold Coast.
Our vision is to extend that support in the next 12
months to seniors living in their own homes.
Clients of the Carinity Our House disability
support service in Toogoolawah

loss, bullying, self-harm, and trauma. Carinity On Track
supports Rockhampton district teenagers in the child
safety system who are unable to live with their parents
or other carers.
Carinity Fassifern Community Centre in Boonah
supports at-risk youth, marginalised people and those
with disability through education and training. A key
program is Community Café 11 which teaches people
with disability and at-risk youth important retail and
hospitality skills.
As well as programs to assist locals seeking work or
to transition to further education or training, Carinity
Fassifern Community Centre hosts community
engagement activities and events such as the Fassifern
Mental Health and Wellness Expo.
Our rural community hubs for people living with
disability and their families – Carinity Our House
(Toogoolawah) and Carinity Bunderra (Boonah) –
provide short-term accommodation, in-home support
and social activities, and teaches clients life skills. Our
House has grown from one client 10 years ago to
more than 30 clients from Somerset Region and as
far away as Redcliffe and Laidley, while demand for
Bunderra’s services has identified a need to expand
into Beaudesert.
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Recognising the growing need for pastoral support for
people in prison, particularly given their estrangement
from the outside world during coronavirus lockdowns,
community members donated to Inside Out Prison
Chaplaincy in record numbers.
We farewelled two Inside Out Prison Chaplaincy
stalwarts who were welcomed into God’s eternal
kingdom: Ray Euston, who founded Inside Out Prison
Chaplaincy in the 1970s, and Arthur McDonald, a
volunteer prison chaplain for 35 years who built
Illoura in Beaudesert which is still used by Carinity for
personal and family counselling.
HOME CARE
Carinity Home Care supports seniors to stay living in
their homes longer, providing domestic assistance,
personal and nursing care, transport to appointments,
shopping, and getting out and about in the community.
All carers have specialist dementia training.
Committed to supporting older residents in need,
Carinity Home Care remained one of a few home
care providers in Queensland to ensure there was no
reduction in services during COVID-19 lockdowns.
This support for seniors covers Bribie Island,
Brisbane, Bundaberg, Caboolture, Fraser Coast, Gold
Coast, Ipswich and West Moreton, Moreton Bay,
Rockhampton, Sunshine Coast and Toowoomba
regions. With increasing demand for these services,
further expansion of Carinity Home Care into
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Townsville and the Logan area is scheduled to
commence in March 2021.
E D U C AT I O N
Carinity Education operates a primary school for
Indigenous children and five special assistance
secondary schools delivering education, vocational
training and lifestyle enablement skills for students
facing barriers to learning, or who have struggled in
government school environments.
Demand continues to grow for Carinity’s alternative
education model, guided by the motto ‘Accept.
Aspire. Achieve’. Student numbers have grown to 575
students attending five schools in Brisbane, Hervey
Bay, Townsville, Gladstone and Rockhampton, with a
vision to open more campuses.
Carinity’s staff went above and beyond this year,
ensuring students stayed on track with their learning
during COVID-19 lockdowns. Youth workers delivered
schoolwork, food and computers to students’ homes,
empowering them to continue their learning offcampus.
Congratulations to the 51 students who graduated
from Carinity Education schools in 2020. Collectively,
graduates were awarded 30 Queensland Certificates
of Education and almost 200 Certificate qualifications
for vocational training.

Carinity Education Gladstone graduates
River and Lochie with school Principal Jane Greenland
and Youth Worker Mandy Hunter

the Livingstone Regional Council Australia Day Awards
in recognition of spearheading the Community
Recovery Challenge, supporting local activities to
help build resilience in the community.
Specialising in vocational training, Carinity Education
Glendyne provides avenues for young people in the
Fraser Coast region to succeed in life. The school’s
commercial kitchen used by hospitality students was
one of only two Hervey Bay licensed food premises
awarded a five-star rating for food safety this financial
year.
Carinity Education Southside is a unique all-female
school which provides opportunities to young
women facing barriers to education, or who have
faced personal trauma or anxiety. It features an
early learning centre which allows students who are
mothers the opportunity to attend classes while their
children receive care.

The first cohort of 16 students graduated from Year 12
at Carinity Education Gladstone, with five members
of the class of 2020 having been at the school since
it opened in 2017. By year’s end the school had 103
students enrolled, up from the initial intake of 23, and
a new hospitality training building constructed.

The school is a safe haven for young women: a place
of healing, encouragement and growth. This was
exemplified by the publication of A Place of Stillness,
a book featuring art and poetry by students detailing
their personal development and aspirations.

Enrolments at Carinity Education Rockhampton have
increased four-fold since opening in 2016. Heavily
engaged in the community, the school was a finalist in

After saving Shalom Christian College from closure
two years ago, the school in Townsville – and its
students – continue to thrive. Catering largely to
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younger children from Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander backgrounds, Shalom offers a culturally safe
and supportive learning environment.

Carinity remains dedicated to supporting the people
entrusted into our care – whatever the challenges.

S U S TA I N A B I L I T Y
Carinity takes seriously the clear biblical theme
of caring for creation and our responsibility for
stewardship of the environment. Our comprehensive
multi-million-dollar sustainability plan aims to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions by investing in solar power
generation, energy-efficient appliances, waste and
paper reduction, efficient vehicle fleets, LED lighting
and efficient food preparation practices.
Our sustainability vision includes converting all
Carinity services to operate on renewable energy, and
we are the first aged-care provider in Queensland to
have all its aged-care residential communities operate
on renewable energy. As part of our comprehensive
‘Carinity Green’ project, we commenced converting all
Carinity fleet of vehicles to hybrid models with plans
to move to electric vehicles by 2024.

For we are God’s handiwork,
created in Christ Jesus to do good
works, which God prepared in
advance for us to do –
Ephesians 2:10 (NIV).

JON CAMPBELL
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

”

THE YEAR AHEAD
These unprecedented times have resulted in some
extraordinary efforts and achievements by our
amazing team. It has made us stronger and more
resilient although it has also been a heavy burden for
many as well. Through it all, we have felt the Lord’s
presence and protection.
We have a special responsibility to care for people
across all age groups who are the source of pride,
support, wisdom and most of all, love, for the
members of their families. Following the example
of Christ, who guides our mission, we will continue
to strive to make a real difference to people in need
– and create communities of care where people are
accepted, loved and supported.
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Global Interaction
Despite the disruption of
COVID-19, Global Interaction
continued to connect with
Baptist
churches
across
Queensland through 2020.
We are so grateful to those
who make the investment of
prayer into the work of Global Interaction. Without
the covering of prayer, God’s work struggles. We
produce monthly “Dad Chat” notes for distribution for
churches. During the year we have had almost 20 “Chat
Rooms” where folk in churches across Queensland
meet monthly to specifically pray for our Queensland
Baptist intercultural workers. An online (Zoom) Chat
Room is now available at 7pm on the first Monday of
the month to anyone who wishes to join. For Zoom
details or to see if there is a Chat Room in your area,
contact Bob Rogers (brogers@globalinteraction.org.
au; 0402 852 995).
Financial investment into Global Interaction through
2020 was most encouraging. The May Mission Month
(MMM) target was almost achieved and regular
partnership support has continued. We are most
grateful to families, individuals and churches who
continued to trust God to provide through a tough
year.

During 2020 the following Queensland intercultural
workers have served:
Muana & Villy
(Mizoram, India/Bracken Ridge) – Thailand
Luke & Belle
(Bracken Ridge) – Thailand
Dema & Caroline
(Mizoram, India/North Pine) –
Thailand
Maz & Esther
(Mizoram, India/City Tabernacle) –
South East Asia
Ben & Petra
(Bracken Ridge) – Silk Road
Morris & Ros
(Gateway MacKenzie) – South Asia
Graeme & Coral
(Sunnybank Hills) – South Asia
Tim & Mel
(Northreach/Mulgrave/Rockhampton) –
Malawi, Africa
Jean-Claude & Joyce
(All Nations Revival) – Malawi, Africa
Dan & Becky
(Beacon) – South East Asia
Tristan & Megan
(Gateway Ormeau) - Cambodia
C A N D I D AT E S
Michael (Gateway Logan/Chinchilla) – Mike completed
his Masters in TESOL and finished the year with
almost all required financial investments promised.
Restrictions to overseas travel meant a departure date
to South East Asia had not been decided by December.
Krido & Megan (Taringa) – We welcomed Krido,
Megan and Aleshia as candidates for service in South
East Asia.
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During 2020 we saw God working in marvellous ways :
•
•

•
•

•
•

More than 1,500 baptisms in PNG, Thailand,
Malawi, Mozambique, and Outback Australia
In Malawi we are beginning to see local believers
taking on leadership responsibilities as they learn
from God’s word.
The English Centre in the Silk Road area flourishing
with a long waiting list of students
Despite the trauma of COVID in South Asia,
including several deaths, the work continues to
flourish.
Luke has been teaching in several local schools
following their move to the village of Ban Palau.
Despite very difficult times in South Asia, including
COVID deaths, the believers continue to support
each other. Small business strategies set up by the
organisation literally paid dividends for those who
had lost jobs due to the pandemic.

Luke & Belle (Bracken Ridge) – Returned to Thailand
from Home Assignment and commenced ministry in
a Ban Pa Lao.
Ben & Petra (Bracken Ridge) – Returned from the
Silk Road for Home Assignment but, due to COVID,
were unable to return to the country. Pep undertook
further Physiotherapy training and Ben continued to
teach English online.
Morris & Ros (Gateway) – Morris made a short trip to
South Asia but returned early due to the pandemic.
During the year he transferred much of his leadership
role to Ryan Smith (Vic), who will look after the incountry work and Lisa West Newman, our former
Young Adults Consultant, who is looking after the
Australian-based work. Morris is now involved in
further translation work following the publication of
a new translation of the entire Bible. In consultation
with the leadership in South Asia, he is writing Bible
study materials which will be placed on an online
application.
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Dan & Becky decided to forego their Home
Assignment and remain in South East Asia to
assist and support the local staff in the café Global
Interaction operates. This was a tough decision and
deeply affected their three children who endured
almost a year of home schooling due to severe
lockdowns. Renovations in the café were completed
and the café reopened, though to a smaller market.
Several initiatives were taken by café staff including
providing meals to local hospital staff who were often
overwhelmed by the pandemic. These and other
activities won many hearts and gave opportunities to
share their faith. The family will return to Australia on
Home Assignment mid-2021.
Tristan & Megan returned to Australia on Home
Assignment earlier than planned due to COVID
restrictions and the impending birth of their third child.
They were affected by the pandemic with periods of
severe travel restrictions thwarting their efforts to visit
churches and partners. Nonetheless, their partnership
numbers are growing and they expect to return to
Cambodia sometime mid-2021.
CHANGES…
Only days before the initial COVID lockdown, Scott
Pilgrim was appointed as Executive Director of
Global Interaction, a real answer to several years of
prayer and searching. One of Scott’s first tasks was to
conduct a thorough review of the organisation’s work
across Australia. The review found there were many
ways better financial stewardship and the use of staff
could be implemented. The national office and state
offices were downsized considerably, which meant
we farewelled Lynda McMahon from our Queensland
office. Following earlier service in Central Asia with
her husband, David, Lynda served in the Queensland
office for almost nine years. We thank God for her
faithfulness, her contribution into the lives of our
intercultural workers and the vital connection she had
with many Baptist churches across the state.
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The first COVID lockdown started in April with churches
closing their doors. Global Interaction realised this
would have a profound impact on May Mission
Month. It was decided to produce four sermons on
the 2020 theme, “In Step”, and make them available to
pastors and churches for their online services. There
was very good take-up of these and other messages,
both during May and in subsequent months.

We thank God for the dynamic support Global
Interaction receives from churches across Queensland.
We look forward to serving Queensland churches in
the “new normal” in whatever shape it takes.
REV BOB ROGERS
S TAT E D I R E C T O R

WITH THANKS
We are most grateful for the assistance Jess White
gave to the Harlands through the year. Jess planned
to visit Luke and Belle to assist the family following the
birth of Isaiah, but decided to stay on through most of
the year, returning to Australia in January 2021. Thank
you, Jess, for your faithful service.
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Malyon Theological College
A YEAR OF
CHALLENGE – A YEAR
OF CHANGE

all students had been notified of the changes and
we moved seamlessly into the live-streaming of all
lectures.

Last year was, for all of us, a
challenging year in so many
ways and that challenge was
also experienced at Malyon
Theological College as we pivoted our teaching and
student engagement to accommodate the rapidly
changing restrictions that COVID demanded. By
the fifth week of lectures in the first semester, it had
become obvious that COVID was going to demand
significant changes to how we operated and delivered
our courses. At a hastily convened staff meeting it was
decided that starting in week 6, we would move all
of our lectures to live-streaming with students being
asked not to come onto campus.

By the start of second semester, students were
again allowed to come onto campus but could not
be compelled to do so. This meant that our regular
lectures were now being offered in multiple formats,
which included face-to-face, live-streaming and
recorded lectures which were made available to
our traditional “distance” students. This change has
brought with it extra challenges as teaching staff now
have to juggle the preparation of materials to engage
with the students in-class as well as those who are
live-streaming into the class at the same time. The flatscreen TV’s allow all in the classroom to see and hear
those on live-stream and to freely engage in classroom
discussions which is great. These lectures are then
recorded and made available to our “distance” (or “ondemand”) students who receive the lecture notes and
other teaching and learning resources made available
via our learning platform called Moodle.

In the grace of God, we had, over the preceding 18
months, been installing ceiling-mounted cameras,
microphones and large flat screens on the walls in the
lecture rooms that could facilitate the recording and
potential zooming of lectures. Faculty were provided
with some extra training in that week to ensure that
the technology would work well. We were at the same
time indebted to the technical expertise of Jonathan
Lamprecht, our College Registrar, who provided good
training and technical support. By the following week,

I commend all the faculty and administrative staff for
their outstanding efforts in juggling these changes
and ensuring that our students’ studies were able to
progress unhindered.
ENROLMENTS AND STUDENTS
After a drop in student enrolments in 2019, we were
encouraged to see a steady enrolment in 2020, even as
we moved into the second half of the year with all the
attendant challenges that COVID restrictions brought
us. We praise God that, to our knowledge, we only lost
one student due to the required changes in delivery
format. Thus, once again, we were able to witness
some significant growth in many of our students
who were being formed as “faithful image-bearers
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of Christ, who love God, listen to His Word, serve the
church, engage their culture and are committed to the
mission of God in this world” (MTC vision statement).
In 2020 we had four candidates enrolled in either the
Doctor of Ministry or Doctor of Philosophy programs.
I want to acknowledge with sincere gratitude the
hard work and dedication of our Student Associate
President, Drew Ward, who worked so hard at
representing the students on the MTC Council as well
as seeking to provide as many community building
activities as COVID restrictions would allow.

have also noted this broader trend over the past six
years or more and are seeking to determine possible
causes. For our part, we are keen to see our pastors
and churches partnering with us in the identification
of potential students and ministry workers who will
be prepared to devote the time necessary to be better
equipped to serve our churches and the greater cause
of God’s kingdom both locally and further afield.
G R A D U AT I O N
On 4 March 2020, at the Malyon Graduation Service,
held at the Bridgeman Baptist Community Church,
the hard work and effort of 72 graduating students
was recognised as they received awards. For a second
year running, we had the joy of conferring yet another
Doctor of Ministry award, this time on Dr Pam Condie.
Congratulations Dr Pam!

As noted in previous years the trend towards students
electing to undertake shorter courses such as the
one-year diploma and graduate diploma courses,
is having a significant impact on the way student
numbers fluctuate. Thus, in March of this year we
had our largest graduating cohort on record with
72 students graduating with awards as diverse as
graduate certificates, to diplomas, bachelor’s degrees,
master’s degrees and doctoral awards.

As I watched each one come up to receive their
awards I was filled with gratitude as I reflected on, not
only their academic and ministry growth but the very
real and evident personal and spiritual development
which has occurred in the lives of so many during
their time with us at Malyon. Each, we are trusting, has
been further shaped into the image of Christ during
their time of study. Each, we trust, has been better
equipped to be sharers in the great mission of God
in this world, whether that be in pastoral ministry,
inter-cultural overseas ministry, or in the market-place
ministry of life.

The challenge with all of this is that as we graduate
greater and greater numbers each year, we need
to be taking in more and more students each year
to simply maintain. As I write this report our 2021
enrolments appear to have slipped back once again
and this presents a very real challenge to us in terms
of budgeting and staffing. This challenge is not
unique to our college as right across the country
most of our theological colleges are feeling the same
kinds of pressures. The Australian College of Theology
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Once again, we have been indebted to our
Queensland Baptist churches and pastors who enable
our students to gain practical experience through
their involvement in the field education program of
the college. We remain committed to the valuable
contribution that the field education program
provides in the development of effective pastors and
ministry leaders.
COUNCIL
Another significant change that occurred in 2020
was that Rev Matt Hunt, after another four years of
faithful service, stepped down from his role as the
MTC Council Chair. Matt has made an outstanding
contribution to the MTC Council over many years. He
has been ably replaced by Rev Mark Mackay (Senior
Pastor Forest Lake Baptist). In addition to this change
we have also been happy to welcome Pastor Joshua
Tan (Pastor of the Hertford Street Baptist Church), and
Drew Ward (MTC Student Association President) to our
ranks. These new members have served alongside me
as Principal, Mark Mackay (Chair), Pastor Jodi Travis,
Pastor Emil Rahimov, Greg Wright, Alistair Macpherson
(QB Board rep) and Andrew McCafferty (MTC Manager).
Throughout 2020 the Council has continued to work
hard with the QB Board in the development of plans
towards a much more integrated approach to QB’s
Ministry and Theological Training. It is expected that
as 2021 unfolds a new governance structure will be
presented that allows the two arms of Malyon - Malyon
Theological College (Higher Education provider) and
Malyon Vocational Training - to work more closely
and collaboratively with the broader range of nonaccredited training which is already being provided
across our movement.
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F A C U LT Y A N D A D M I N I S T R AT I O N
2020 was a year of changes with respect to our
staffing. Early in 2020, Dr Dave Benson announced
that he had been offered a position as a Director with
the London Institute of Contemporary Christianity
(LICC) and he intended to finish up with MTC by the
middle of the year. As a college community, we were
saddened to see Dave move on but felt that God was
moving him into a position of potentially even greater
influence for the kingdom of God. We honour Dave’s
faithful service and contribution to our college and
our movement. Also, at the end of 2020, Dr Denise
Powell indicated her intention to relinquish her parttime lecturing role in New Testament as she looked to
take up fresh opportunities for teaching. Denise has
made a wonderful contribution to the College and her
warm and engaging manner will be sorely missed by
both students and staff alike.
The loss of these two lecturers has placed added
pressure on us, but we have been so grateful to God
for how our longer-term faculty have stepped up to
the mark. These include Charles de Jongh (Academic
Dean; Bible, Youth), D Morcom (Greek, NT Exegesis), Ian
Hussey (Postgraduate Studies Director, Practical and
Pastoral Studies), Andrew Dunstan (Theology, Church
History), and AJ Culp (Languages, Old Testament). It is
worth mentioning also that D Morcom is now taking
on a part-time role as he has transitioned the Church
History units to Andrew Dunstan. In addition to this,
Dr David Cohen (lecturer from Vose Seminary) taught
an advanced unit on Interpreting and Applying the
Psalms.
Part-time lecturers continue to provide an invaluable
contribution in the teaching ministry of the college. In
2020 these included Dave Benson, (Practical Theology,
Apologetics, Evangelism - semester 1), Anne Klose
(Spiritual Formation, Baptist History), together with
Rebecca Yin Foo taking up Pastoral Skills and Methods,
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and Steph Sweetman taking up the Chaplaincy unit.
Both young ladies are proving to be a wonderful
addition to our teaching team.
This past year has also seen some significant changes
to our administration team. At the beginning of 2020,
Russell Matthews decided to return to Sydney to take
up an associate pastoral role. This was something
Russell had been looking to do for some while. We
thank God for his excellent contribution to the college
over the past four years. This meant that the Registrar
role was passed on to Jonathan Lamprecht and
Andrew McCafferty stepped into the role of College
Manager. Paula Tobin continues to do an outstanding
job as the Administrative Services Officer. Once again,
special mention must be made of our Librarian, Jill
Walker, who has, along with her team of volunteers,
provided an outstanding service in the face of the
COVID restrictions and has overseen the significant
development of our eBook provisions through the
library.

THANKS AND PRAISE
There is no doubt that 2020 was an extremely
challenging year on many levels, yet we praise God
for his faithfulness and the wonderful opportunities
that we, as your college, have had to invest into the
lives of hundreds of God’s people. Once again, I have
been greatly encouraged by the level of commitment
and support shown by all the staff and faculty as well
as the Malyon Council and QB Board. As I continue
having the opportunity to minister in local churches
on Sunday, I am encouraged by the desire of many to
grow in both their personal walk with Christ and their
commitment to sharing in the great mission of God in
this world. If you are one of those people, then Malyon
Theological College might just be the place to further
your knowledge and understanding of God’s Word
and his greater purpose for your life.
REV DR PETER FRANCIS
M A LY O N T H E O L O G I C A L C O L L E G E P R I N C I PA L

BROADENING OUR REACH
Towards the end of 2020, Malyon was able to
renegotiate a five-year agreement with the Gateway
Ministry School (GMS) encouraging students in their
internship program to undertake theological and
ministry training studies with MTC. In addition to this,
we have a number of churches running internship
programs where students are directed towards MTC
as their preferred provider.
At the end of 2020 we began to explore the possibilities
of providing a Graduate Certificate of Divinity (either
for credit or simply to be undertaken by audit) as part
of the Professional Development for Christian teachers
teaching within Christian schools. We are trusting that
this proposal may bring a rich source of blessing into
the lives of many Christian teachers.
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Malyon Vocational Training
We are grateful to God for his
grace and guidance for Malyon
Vocational Training in 2020. I
am pleased to share this report
about how Malyon Vocational
Training has been working
alongside QB churches and
agencies, as we work together
to equip people for the mission God has called them
to.
A C O L L A B O R AT I V E A N D
C O O P E R AT I V E A P P R O A C H
2020 built on the foundations laid in the recent years
as Queensland Baptists Service Groups have sought to
work more closely together, looking for where there
are synergies between groups and common points of
mission. Two of the important points of collaboration
for us have been with the new QB directors in the
areas of Pastoral Services (Rev David Elvery) and
Church Health (Rev Mark Westhuyzen). Much of MVT’s
training is directed towards those in church leadership
and ministry roles so it has been key to establish a
relationship with these two directors and we will see
the fruit of this in the relevant and targeted training
that emerges in both existing training programs and
ones to come.
One of the most strategic developments in 2020 in this
space (and you will read of this in Malyon Theological
College’s report also) has been the progress towards
forming a new Charter Group as part of QB Services
that will bring together MVT’s Vocational Education
and Training, MTC’s Higher Education program and
non-accredited ministry training. We acknowledge
and want to address together the broad ministry
training needs within our movement and recognise
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that our mission at QB is to serve the training needs
of our QB churches and agencies, and that no one
mode of training (Higher Education, VET or nonaccredited) has the complete package. So, in order
to bring coordination and efficient and wise use of
our resources we need to have a leadership group,
a charter group, in the movement that listens to our
churches and responds through a common training
strategy. Therefore from 2021 you will hear reference
to the Ministry and Theological Training Services
(MaTTS) Charter Group. MTC and MVT will keep
their focus on delivering high quality education and
training in their sectors, but they will now operate in a
more targeted way, doing what they are designed to
do best, for the group of people who will benefit most
from their style or approach to education and training.
We know there are many for whom an accredited
qualification is not necessary or even desirable in order
to grow and develop in ministry skills and practice, so
a fresh focus will emerge on the offering of training to
lay ministry leaders in various church and community
based ministry expressions. These are exciting times
for our movement.
T H E M A LY O N V O C AT I O N T R A I N I N G
PROGRAM IN 2020
2020 has seen the continued growth of our Diploma
in Christian Ministry and Theology program, and
the graduation of our first group from the pastoral
leadership stream. MVT’s Diploma is designed to
provide the foundational training for people at the
beginning of their vocational calling into pastoral
ministry.
Our focus on skill-based training in
discipleship, evangelism, leadership, management,
communication and foundational biblical and
theological understandings, provides a solid base
from which to launch into further development
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through other streams of training offered at QB and
beyond. We receive regular affirmation from those
in the program that their learning is immediately
applicable and relevant to their ministry practice.
The second stream within our Diploma program,
directed at leaders in our Ethnic churches, had the
strongest level of engagement in 2020 we have
ever had in over 10 year’s life of this program. Our
Coordinators Greg and Ruth Peckman have done a
sterling job in supporting the learning and growth
of these leaders. Much work has also gone into a
review conducted through 2020 to see how we can
improve this stream and training and a number of
recommendations will be considered and hopefully
implemented from 2021. We will be looking to expand
the teaching team for this program so please pray as
we identify suitable trainers.
There has also been a steady take up of interest
from churches in the Certificate IV in Chaplaincy and
Pastoral Care. The original intent of this program was
to provide training for QB Carinity chaplains, and it
has served this purpose well, and we always hoped it
would also serve a need for pastoral carers in churchbased roles. And it is now getting some traction in
this area, and we trust it will meet this need well into
the future. Our Coordinator and Trainer, Janelle Tidey,
regularly testifies to the growing need for this training
as churches seek to grow in their capacity to address
the concerns of mental health and emotional wellbeing amongst their own congregants and the wider
communities they serve.
In 2020 we have been developing a new training
program that will pilot in 2021, as we have seen the
need for a complementary formal training stream
for church internship programs. Working alongside
our own experienced trainer Christine Thomas, we
have engaged a pastor to develop a Certificate IV
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in Ministry and Theology specifically directed at
equipping people who have opted to give more time
to their church as interns in different ministry contexts.
Most interns in our experience tend to focus on youth
and children’s ministry so we have a specific focus in
this area, but not exclusively so, and others who are
ministering in different contexts will also benefit from
this program. If you church is interested in talking
about this program, then please do be in touch with
us.
We are pleased to continue our support for the
accreditation of the training of outdoor recreation
specialists working at Baptist Queensland Camping
and Conference Centres (QCCC). We appreciate the
partnership we have with Andrew Grant, QCCC’s
Director and Chris Erb their lead trainer. It is pleasing
to see the various pathways for ministry service being
facilitated through training that we can offer through
MVT.
A CHANGING AND CHALLENGING
LANDSCAPE
Last year I described some of trends that have been
taking place in tertiary education that impact on
us. Well, 2020 and our wrestle with the implications
of Covid has accelerated and bedded in a number
of these changes. Of course, the obvious one is the
increase in demand for, and in 2020 necessity of,
online learning. Educationally, face to face group
learning in a live gathered environment may be a more
desirable approach, however the clear trend driven
by learners has been a preference for the flexibility
and convenience that online distance education
provides. There are also great benefits for those who
live in regional and rural areas for whom attendance at
classes is simply not possible. Online learning is here
to stay, and MVT has delivered in this format for some
years and continues to look for ways we can improve
the online learning experience.
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In regard to Covid, its impact on our program was and
continues to be quite minimal. As mentioned above,
most of our delivery was already geared to a distance
online format. It was certainly disruptive to our Ethnic
training, but once we could gather in small groups
again, this was able to resume.
We do appreciate your prayer and particularly invite
you to pray for the new initiative of MaTTS described
above. There is no doubt that the education and
training landscape more broadly is going through a
season of significant change, and we at Malyon will
need to be aligning ourselves with these changes so
that we can best serve the needs of our people.
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In closing I would like to acknowledge the dedication
and commitment of the Malyon Vocational Training
team. We are a small but dedicated group, committed
to developing and delivering training that will equip
people for ministry in our changing world. Our
hope is that through what we do, Jesus’ name will
be honoured and that leaders will be formed more
into His likeness, with a heart and passion to bring
something of his Kingdom flavour into the lives of
those they serve.
ANDREW MCCAFFERTY
M A LY O N V O C AT I O N A L T R A I N I N G P R I N C I PA L
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MTQ
The obligation to report to the
churches about the work of
Mission to Queensland is really
no obligation at all. It is an
honour to report to you of the
progress and plans for the work
and to give thanks to God for His
provision and favour.
I would also like to register my appreciation to Liz
McFarland, Kirsten Bungey, Linda Nevell and Susan
Harris (specifically among the QB staff ) in providing
such effective support for the work of Mission to
Queensland. All of these colleagues gave of themselves
so willingly to help me and I am so grateful for each
one of them.
Everyone will know what I mean when I say that
2020 was a very unusual year. Once the effects of
the pandemic struck each of our churches had many
and varied challenges to maintain the community
of the people of God let alone its witness. Therefore
for several months, interest and conversation and
planning in church planting was largely “on hold”. And
yet, by August 2020, once again churches and pastors
began again to reach out to me concerning what God
was saying about the establishment of new churches
around them. It is a testimony to the favour of God,
that the call to fresh expressions of witness, faith and
community is more deeply in us as a movement. Praise
God indeed!
Before proceeding to the rest of the report, I
acknowledge with sorrow the passing of Adrian Iles
and the closure of the work known as St Johns. Adrian
had a long battle with his illness and yet he remained a
man of great faith. I honour him for his passion for the
new churches and for developing churches that will
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engage open-handedly with the community around
them. May the Lord continue to comfort his wife and
family.
In other news, one of the older MTQ churches Beachside - transitioned to a new leader (Leigh
Elsmore). I commend the leadership group for making
that transition smooth and effective and for the way
they honoured Nick Tatlow as he concluded.
In 2020 INSPIRE was (like many things) an online
event featuring Dave Benson and Geoff Eggins as
our keynote speakers. They spoke and related on the
theme of discipleship engaging positively with culture.
It was a helpful event with around 50 people being
online with us. This year INSPIRE 2021 was on Saturday
13 March - Sunday 14 March 2021 at Tamborine QCCC.
The theme this year is story-telling and prayer and
will include families. This report was prepared before
this event and so an update will be made in the next
formal reporting to the QB movement in 2022.
HIGHLIGHTS:
a) there were two churches planted and launched just
before the lockdown occurred - Coolangatta and Mt
Refuge. I give thanks to God that while that might have
been very bad for such young churches, both planting
leaders and teams remained intact and emerged from
the lockdown as 2020 ended, in pretty good shape.
I point out that there is a short video made of the
Coolangatta church that has been circulated to all the
churches and placed on the MTQ page of the website;
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b) a new work began in Ripley known as Renew
Church led by Stephen and Toni Thomas. The Thomas’
have been developing a core group and a strategy for
engaging with the community around them. This is a
huge opportunity;
c) the planning and preparation for the new work to
launch in 2021 at Shalom school has been progressing.
Andrew and Emma Bollom will launch with a small
core team and the pastoral support of Northreach in
the first quarter. An exciting venture indeed;
d) 2020 was a challenging health crisis for a couple
in the MTQ team that is ongoing - please be praying
for Michael Stainbrook and Dean Thomas. Both are
trusting the Lord but their health situations are matters
for our prayerful support of them. I am in negotiations
with Michael though, about a visit to the northern
churches to encourage planting. I give thanks to God
for these passionate and engaging brothers trusting
the Lord for their health;
e) One of the outcomes of the QB review for me
personally is a new designation (Director of Church
Planting Services) and a new alignment as one of the
Regional Ministers. Already this connection is proving
to be so helpful in developing a collaboration that can
reach the whole state;

LAUNCHING A NEW WORK
I just want to remind you again about the process
involved in launching a new church no matter what
model of church you may be using. I did mention this
in my last report, but I felt to re-state this for the whole
movement.
When a new church launches - whatever model they
are using - they can access a form on the website to
start the support process with QB. It is important for
the planter and the team to seek as much help as
possible when they are applying to get an ABN, adopt
a Constitution (there is a template on the QB website
on the MTQ page) and then gain ACNC registration.
These steps are so important to take so that we can
assist the new work to get covered with the right
insurance and assist the planter and team to put in
place the right Church Safe policy. I acknowledge that
these add a complexity to the task but we at QB are
committed to all the new planting teams and their
partnering churches to receive all the support needed
to effectively launch with as little impact on the work
of evangelism, prayer and disciple-multiplication as
possible. Please keep in touch with us about any need
you may have in the journey of planting. Contact us as
early in the process as possible.
VISITS TO THE REGIONS

f ) I have begun work on a couple of new projects.
First, with Steve Ballin on something called “Country
Service”. This is a developing concept that seeks to
connect churches that farewell young adults as they
go to the regions in the early years of their professional
life and our churches in those regions. More to come
this year. The other project is with Emil Rahimov and
Bob Rogers about planting new churches in places
where there are greater levels of ethnic and cultural
diversity. We are looking at Carseldine and Woodridge
especially.
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Once travel was possible towards the end of 2020, I
made several trips:
a) Townsville and Cairns - I visited Andrew and Emma
Bollom (Shalom) as well as Will Crank (Northreach)
and took the opportunity to check on Elliott Springs, a
new development on the road south to Ayr - this will
be a significant opportunity for us soon. I also visited
Cairns to speak with the leadership about Cairns
Northern Beaches. The city of Cairns (north and south)
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is growing so fast and I think there is room for 2 or 3
more churches in greater Cairns;
b) Rockhampton, Mackay and Emerald - I made this
visit to Rockhampton in order to listen firsthand to the
leadership about the region. I also visited contacts in
Yeppoon. In Mackay I spent time with Scott Jones at
our Mackay church about the new faith community
connected to Mackay church at Sarina and then to
Stephen Gellatly at Emerald about the re-planting of
Tieri;
c) Longreach - My visit here was to spend time with
Steve Ballin and his leadership team as part of their
re-visioning process. It was a great experience and the
team there now have established a strong vision for
the whole region around them. Almost immediately
there have been significant opportunities emerging
for new expressions in Barcaldine;
d) Warwick and Stanthorpe - this was a visit to the
leaders about the region and especially, but not
exclusively, Goondiwindi. Other opportunities in the
region include Inglewood.
I have a focus on the Sunshine Coast in 2021 as well
as the region around Bundaberg and Hervey Bay.
If you would like me to visit to promote, facilitate or
advocate for you, please let me know.
Blessings,
COLIN STOODLEY
DIRECTOR OF CHURCH PLANTING SERVICES
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QB Church Health
For all the talk of 2020 vision
over the past few years, we did
not see that coming. COVID-19
radically changed the plans I had
for the year in helping churches
grow in health and vitality, but it
also showed me God’s goodness
and provision. There were many
times when the plans and strategies I had in mind no
longer made sense because the world had changed,
and with it the needs of churches. There were now
new needs to be met, new skills to be developed and
passed on, and new resources to source, create, or
share. I am incredibly grateful for the presence and
goodness of the God who sustains, leads, guides, and
provides for His people through difficult and unusual
times.
THE TEAMS
As the DoCHS I provide leadership to the team of
ministry specialists supporting various ministries.
We’ve dubbed this team the Gen Team and it is
composed of Aaron Fozzard (Youth and Young
Adults), Sally Contessi (Kids and Families), and Cathy
Knechtli (Women’s Ministry). It has been a real joy to
work closely with these amazing leaders supporting
and encouraging them in serving our churches.
It has been a joy to serve on the Church Support
Leadership Group and the QB Services Leadership
Team under the leadership of Stewart Pieper and John
Sweetman. I have greatly appreciated the common
vision, strategic and creative thinking of the group,
and the commitment to collaborate and support
each other. I am looking forward to these teams
further developing as we dream, plan, pray, and work
together.
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C H U R C H C O N S U LTAT I O N S
There are essentially two types of church consultancies
I have been involved in over the past year, reactive
and proactive. Reactive consultancies are due to
challenges, conflict, and other issues. Some of these
are simply giving advice and support to leaders, others
are whole church reviews involving pastor, leaders, and
congregation. Of this type I have been encouraged by
the willingness of church leaders to engage QB for
support, facilitating meetings, and mediation. I have
also been encouraged by the prominence and power
of prayer through these challenging times.
The other main type of church consultancies are
positive and future focused. These may be revitalisation
campaigns or strategic planning consultancies. I am
pleased to report than in 2020 more churches sought
QB support for positive proactive consultancies than
those seeking support due to crisis and difficulties. I
am seeing a desire to grow in fruit and effectiveness.
RESOURCING AND SUPPORTING
CHURCHES
When COVID-19 hit and churches had to pivot
overnight to a new ministry model we found ourselves
having to meet an entirely new set of needs.
•

Church Online: Initially we created guides for
church online - streaming and recording. Several
gifted and skilled people in our QB family of
churches made themselves available to coach
and support others, to source and set up gear,
and to share tips and tricks with one another.
As well as resources for online church we were
able to provide resources and opportunities for
discussion about the theology of church online.
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•

•

•

Video Sermons: The Church Support Team quickly
saw a need to provide video sermons for our
pastors. The team wrote, recorded and uploaded
two series of sermons which were utilised all
across our state.
Pastors Facebook Group: To better connect our
pastors, we started a pastors Facebook group for
discussion, resource, sharing, storytelling, and
to encourage each other. The group has over
200 members and hundreds of posts ranging
from articles on theology, to resources, to
ministry memes. The online group is facilitating
collaboration across the state.
Training: I have been part of the team providing
training and seminars to churches and pastors. The
new pastor’s forum was the climax of this training
as David Elvery and I (along with a great group
of presenters) ran sessions on managing change,
conflict, building teams, wellness and boundaries
in ministry, ministry and personal rhythms, and
church leadership.

C O L L A B O R AT I O N S
One of the best parts of my role in church health
is working with so many great people. I love to
collaborate. Here are some of the wonderful things
we’ve been able to do together:
•

•

Pastors Forum: Ian Hussey from Malyon College
and I have hosted an online forum for pastors
throughout 2021. We have explored issues of
theology, ministry effectiveness, online church,
leadership development, the future of the church
in Australia and many other topics. It has been
great to work together.
Recording Studio: Through the generous
sponsorship of Baplink we have built a video
recording studio available to the QB family. You
may have seen one of the video sermons, or a
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•

•

promo on social media for a course at Malyon, or
a video from Global Interaction, or Baptist World
Aid. Chances are it was recorded in the studio.
Thank you Baplink for your partnership!
Crossover Australia: I have served this year on
the Crossover Australia Task Force working with
missionally minded leaders from the Baptist
unions across our country.
Future of the Church Group: I have also participated
in a group of pastors looking at the future of the
church led by John Sweetman. We have explored
the trends and potential pathways for the church
in Australia in light of the COVID-19 and other
forces.

PLANS FOR THE FUTURE
As I look ahead there are a number of exciting things
on the horizon, but one has me most excited. I plan to
start networks of ministry leaders in various ministry
areas, such as worship, discipleship, men’s ministry,
administration. These networks once up and running
will connect a few times a year both online and in
person, for encouragement, exchanging of ideas
and resources and support. I see this as a way to
strengthen ministries in our churches across the state
by fostering one another’s ministry across the state
utilising technology such as Facebook and Zoom.
2 Thessalonians 1:11-12 With this in mind, we
constantly pray for you, that our God may make you
worthy of his calling, and that by his power he may
bring to fruition your every desire for goodness and
your every deed prompted by faith. We pray this so
that the name of our Lord Jesus may be glorified in
you, and you in him, according to the grace of our God
and the Lord Jesus Christ.
MARK WESTHUYZEN
D I R E C T O R O F C H U R C H H E A LT H
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QB Pastoral Services
2020 will be a year we won’t
forget in a hurry. So much
change in just one year, but with
it came incredible opportunity. I
hope that we will look back and
thank God for the opportunities
provided by God and grasped
by faith and not just focus on
the challenges of change.
CHANGING PERSONNEL
In Pastoral Services, 2020 started with some new
appointments to Queensland Baptists. I joined the
team and assumed the mantle for Pastoral Services
which had been carried for so long by Stewart Pieper
with the assistance of Stephen Ball and Ann Armour.
I am deeply indebted to them both for their patience
as they gradually taught me the ropes and supported
me as I grew in knowledge and confidence.
Both Stephen and Ann finished up with QB in the
middle of the year in the midst of the chaos that was
2020. We are so appreciative for the years of service
they gave to pastors in QB and our churches. However,
with their departure, a new era of serving pastors in
QB began.
Ministerial Services Committee also saw some changes
with Glenn Brodie taking on the chairman role of this
committee at the beginning of 2020. Lorraine Pfeffer
stepped down from the committee to enable her to
take a role on the board. However, Peter Cossgrove,
Ruth Peckman and Dave Blunden joined the
committee in 2020 and have hit the ground running. I
commend to you the whole of the Ministerial Services
Committee and also Ken Conwell (our Professional
Standards Officer) for the work they do in overseeing
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pastoral registration and processes. Though behind
the scenes, their work is important.
CHANGING PROCESSES & SYSTEMS
The appearance of Covid-19 and the lockdown of
our office meant that normal methods of work were
interrupted. This gave us a unique opportunity
to streamline our communications processes and
systems. We took the opportunity to undertake a
major review and rewrite of all our Pastoral Services
documentation and converted most of our paper
forms to electronic forms to simplify their completion
and handling.
Moving to electronic media and communication has
further streamlined our processes and given us the
opportunity to move away from paper for much of our
administration work to the extent that we decided to
go “paperless” from the end of August 2020, at least in
terms of our records and communications.
With the end of paper filing, the decision was made to
digitise all our existing paper files (that were housed
in six 4 draw filing cabinets). Thank you to some of
the teenage children (Ben, Katie, Elise & Mia) of staff
members who spent much of their September and
Christmas holidays helping us sort, scan and file
all these documents electronically. The number of
staples, paper clips and pins they had to remove in this
process was mind blowing. They did an awesome job.
Covid-19 has also shifted the delivery of much of our
training to online instead of face to face. For example,
the majority of our Marriage Celebrant Licence training
is now done via ZOOM with 158 pastors completing
their refresher training last year online.
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CHANGING
E X P E C TAT I O N S

C AT E G O R Y
Registered Minister Ordained

2019

2020

2021

141

138

143

It is now 3 years since the Royal
Registered Minister Unordained
128
116
124
Commission into Institutional
Reponses to Child Sexual Abuse
Registered Minister Provisional
8
5
7
handed down its final report in
Registered Minister Supervised
25
33
33
December 2017.
Queensland
Baptists together with our
Retired Ministers (Ordained)
105
108
105
interstate counterparts and indeed
Retired Ministers (Unordained)
28
25
22
all denominations have continued
to work towards implementation
Ministers Ordained, Special Services
9
8
6
of the recommendations of
Ministers Unordained, Special Services
1
1
2
this report. One of the major
recommendations is that of
Defence Force Chaplains
10
10
professional supervision being
required of all people in religious
or pastoral ministry. We are
I am grateful for God’s provision of so many wonderful
well on our way to developing our response to this
opportunities in 2020 and for the people who have
recommendation and have information sessions
worked hard to make this happen. We look forward to
planned for pastors to communicate the proposed
2021 and the opportunities it also brings.
changes and receive feedback on them. We believe
that professional supervision will be a wonderful
blessing to our pastors as they seek to minister in an
ever-increasing complex world.
C H A N G I N G A C C R E D I TAT I O N
The final significant change we have been negotiating
in the last year has been the need to consider how
we accredit church ministry workers, church planters,
chaplains and others who do not meet the criteria
for Registered Minister Status but who would still
benefit and need to come under the banner of QB
accreditation. As a result, we are working through the
details of what recognition of ministry workers may
look like.
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PA S TO R A L S U M M A R I E S
Below is a summary of some of the Pastoral Statistics
as they stand for 2021.
D AV I D E LV E RY
D I R E C TO R O F PA S TO R A L S E R V I C E S
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QB Kids and their Families
This year has been a very
different year for QB Kids & their
Families, as it has been for all of
us. Yet throughout the new and
different there have been many
encouraging
opportunities
that have allowed us to grow
and continue to support the
churches across the state in new and innovative ways.
NETWORKING
Each year one of our primary goals is to meet with
and support leaders and teams of children and
family ministry teams across the state in their local
churches. While 2020 made it challenging to travel
and gather with leaders and teams, it also provided
new opportunities to gather digitally and form
community online. We hosted a number of ‘Zoom’
gatherings for our leaders and it was a great chance
for us to collaborate our ideas and responses to the
various changes around us. It was so encouraging to
hear how many of our leaders were concerned about
how we can be intentional about engaging kids in the
wider community of the church despite the isolation
they were facing.
Some of our best ideas were centred around
‘connection over content’ – aiming to help connect
with kids digitally if possible, rather than create
content for them to simply consume, in order that
relationships with church family would be maintained
throughout the difficult year. Many leaders opted to
send out or provide resources for kids and families to
do on Sundays and throughout the week together,
as well as hosting ‘zoom room’ chats or similar. It was
a great highlight for us as a QB Generations Team to
work with Liz McFarland and create a new template
for ‘digital communication’ risk management to offer
churches.
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Leaders & pastors reflected how much less ‘Sundaycentric’ their ministry had become as many weekly
services and programs were put on hold throughout
the year. As a result, many leaders instead aimed their
efforts at equipping families and parents for everyday
discipleship in the home. It has been an intrinsic value
of QB Kids & their Families’ leaders that churches equip
parents to take a hold of the primary responsibility of
discipleship of their children, so it seemed appropriate
that we take advantage of the unique opportunity to
equip families in this season.
YO U PA R T I E S
You Parties are ministry resources that help churches
in our state to partner with and support foster families
in their local communities. While we started the year
off with an encouraging launch of our first ever ‘Noisy
Picnic’ in the Western suburbs of Brisbane (see our
blog post at https://www.youparties.org.au/blog/
why-noisy-picnics/), it was soon clear that gatherings
and events were not the way forward for 2020. Instead,
time was spent creating new resources for churches
and the start of a new initiative, called Stand Sunday.
It was a blessing to join with Bridgeman Baptist
Community Church on Stand Sunday November 8th
and join the global church in standing in support of
vulnerable children and families in our communities.
Stand Sunday kits are available with our other new
resources on our website for churches to use at https://
www.youparties.org.au/store/.
QCMN/AMPLIFY CONFERENCE
Each year we remain partnered with the Queensland
Children’s Ministry Network, an interdenominational
network of children and family ministry leaders
around the state. We appreciate the ability to partner
with other denominations and work alongside them
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in the children and family ministry space – particularly
in regard to RI, and other projects. We also partner
annually with the corresponding annual ministry
conference previously known as IGNITE Children’s &
Family Ministry Conference.
This year was a special first for the conference in
becoming a collaborative effort to include the youth
ministry space as well. The resulting conference
is now called AMPLIFY – Youth, Children & Family
Ministry Conference. It was a great privilege to lead
the children’s ministry stream and to work alongside
Aaron Fozzard in supporting our QB leaders who
attended.
We consider this event to be the highlight of our
QB Kids calendar year, as it gathers together around
1000 people (including over 200 Baptists) from across
Queensland to be trained and inspired to disciple
young people in our communities. In 2021 the
conference will adapt again and be provided around
the state in 12 different regional hubs, as well as four
South East Queensland hubs. We encourage churches
to take advantage of the subsidies made available for
them to attend and join the local hub teams to make
the conference influential for their teams this year.
As in previous years, our very own Ps Tracy Valentine
ran the ‘leader of leaders’ conference day on the Friday
beforehand at Gateway Baptist Amplify Summit and
many of our key leaders enjoyed a refreshing day of
input at the retreat. Thank you, Tracy again, for your
leadership and for your involvement in the blessing
and development of our key leaders.
PA R T N E R S H I P S W I T H W I D E R Q B
MINISTRY TEAM & OTHERS
This year we were once again able to be involved in
the Anew QB Women’s conference and were so happy
to join Cathy and the team in person at the November
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retreat. It has been an immense blessing to work more
closely together with the new ‘QB Generations Team’
lead by Mark Westhuyzen and join collaboratively
with them throughout the year. Aaron Fozzard and I
were also able to join other state leaders of youth and
children’s ministry in Australia at the annual Australian
Baptist Ministries gathering in November via Zoom
to talk about what is happening nationally in Baptist
Children’s, Youth and Young Adult ministry spaces.
2020 also brought a new opportunity to collaborate
with Malyon College. Our QB Kids team member, Ps
Tracy Valentine became the lecturer for the Church
Based Children’s Ministry subject. This enabled Tracy
and I to work closely with students studying in this
area, make new contacts with leaders, and to further
align the course material with the ministry philosophy
of our Baptist movement. It was great to work together
on this course and we look forward to working with
Malyon College in the future.
FA M I LY FA I T H R H Y T H M S P R O J E C T
As a result of the national discussion at the Australian
Baptist Youth Ministry gathering in 2019, a few of
the members from the children’s and family ministry
space (Louise Bartlett, NSW & ACT Baptists, Kimberly
Smith, Baptist Union of Victoria, and Beth Hoy, Baptist
Churches of South Australia) initiated a project
together. Over the past year we have spent time
creating and producing a resource for families to help
build regular spiritual disciplines into their rhythms
of daily life. We felt this was of particular significance
during 2020 as families were spending so much time
together at home. The project is currently nearing
completion and is called “Family Faith Rhythms”. We
look forward to the publication of this project and
trust it is helpful for families in their daily walk of faith
with their children.
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CHURCH LEADERS RESOURCE
F O R B U I L D I N G H E A LT H Y
R E L AT I O N S H I P S & H E L P I N G
THOSE IN DOMESTIC ABUSE
R E L AT I O N S H I P S
In partnership with another team from across
Australian Baptists, this year I was able to represent
QB Kids and help create a resource to equip church
leaders to care for and support those who are facing
domestic abuse. The project is ongoing, but the
aim is to create a series of resources for Australian
Baptist pastors and church leaders and assist them
in caring for their congregations and communities
where members may be facing relational abuse or
trauma. We look forward to the fruition and eventual
circulation of these resources and trust they prove
helpful for pastors who wish to be well-equipped in
this area.
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AHEAD FOR 2021
In February of 2021 I head to maternity leave for 12
months and am so excited to hand the leadership of
QB Kids & their Families over to Ps Tracy Valentine. She
and I have worked closely together for a number of
years in the children and family ministry space and we
are excited for the year ahead.
S A L LY C O N T E S S I
TEAM LEADER
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QB Women
As I sit here and contemplate
writing my annual report for
2020, I am again amazed at the
goodness of God and what He
has done in this ministry over
the last 12 months.
2020 started off as planned, we
were going to be having 5 conferences across Qld
and were well under way with preparation for these.
In mid-March we had our team retreat and with the
guidance of our new boss, Mark Westhuyzen, we
discussed what other things we could do outside of
our conferences to reach the women of Qld. We left
this time excited to see where God was going to lead
us, but also concerned about where we were going to
find the time on top of running conferences in 2020.
But then Covid….
It was only about a week after our retreat that we
made the call to cancel all our conferences for the
year, and then we had to work out if and how our
ministry would work without any face-to-face contact.
We were very thankful to have had time at our retreat
to throw some ideas around regarding other ways we
could connect with the women across Qld and that
became our starting point.
CONNECTIONS
We started off with Blogs, firstly written by some of
our own team members and then put the call out to
women across the state to write for us. We received a
lot of response and have had many different women
writing for us across the year. This started off as a
twice weekly connection during the Covid lockdown
and has settled to weekly during the rest of 2020. We
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have had such good feedback and response to this
that we have been able to fill the calendar for weekly
blogs for 2021. It has been wonderful to see what God
has had to say to us through His women, and to see
women step out and have a go at writing and sharing
a thought with others. These are available on our
website www.anewconference.org.au and are posted
on our Facebook page each Monday.
We then headed into the slightly scarier territory
of video devotionals where a member of the team
shared a devotional via video. This ended up being a
bit of fun, working out the best ways to record video
and sound, making sure the background wasn’t weird
or distracting (someone looked like they had horns in
one of them), and then working out how to get them
online. To make this happen we started a YouTube
channel called Qld Baptist Women – Anew Conference.
Once we had this all worked out, we again put the call
out to the women across Qld to submit their video
devotionals. This hasn’t had quite as much take up as
the blogs, but we’ve been able to have one a week. We
call it Wednesday in the Word and it’s on our YouTube
channel, our website and our Facebook page. In 2021
this will be running every 2nd week.
During the time we were in full lockdown we also
did weekly video interviews with women from many
and varied backgrounds. We did these via Zoom and
women were able to join us and had the opportunity
to ask questions at the end. We spoke to women like
Karen Wilson, President of the Women’s Dept of the
Baptist World Alliance, Margie Grainger who runs
the Hand to Hand Foundation in Thailand, Elissa
Macpherson, President of the Baptist Women of the
Pacific, our very own Sally Contessi from QB Kids
and families, as well as missionaries from MAF and
Cambodia and others. These interviews were a great
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time of getting to know these women with women
joining us from across Qld, Australia and even around
the world. All these interviews are on our YouTube
channel, our website and posted on our Facebook
page each week/fortnight.
We also did a series of podcasts called
#lifehackswithElijah, put together by Shannon Perrett.
This was a series of 7 podcasts around the life of Elijah
available on our website.
We looked around for other resources to share with the
QB women and have quite a few items on our website
under the resources tab including a devotional called
PURE, that’s written by a local lady. We have the
Healthy Relationships series of videos put out by the
Australian Baptist Ministries as well as Queensland
Baptist’s own Christian Foundations Studies.

By mid-July we were able to travel again. We had
some leftover flights available and in the time frame
we would have been at the Cairns conference we
travelled to Far North Qld to meet with the women
in their individual towns and churches. We had a few
last-minute hitches due to a certain area in Brisbane
being locked down and having to change who was
going, but it ended up being a great trip. We travelled
to Innisfail, Mareeba and Cairns and met with women
in each of the areas over lunch or morning tea and got
them to share what God was doing in their lives and
in their areas.
A couple of months later we travelled to Central Qld
and visited the women in Hervey Bay, Gladstone,
Biloela and Rockhampton. This was a great road trip
and we got to meet with lots of women across the
churches. Again, we did this over a meal and shared
with them and they with us.

C O N F E R E N C E S A N D C AT C H U P S
As the year progressed, we made a decision to run
an online conference. We gave ourselves 7 weeks to
put this together, which turned out to be a really tight
timeline. The Conference was called ‘Into the Wild’
and included speakers from across Australia, times of
worship, the sharing of communion and hearing from
Baptist World Aid re their work during Covid with the
opportunity to give to the Baptist World Aid matching
grant appeal. The women gave $8610 to the matching
grant appeal which in this year the government
matched up to 10 x. (I’m sure you can work out how
much that ended up being!!) It was such a wonderful
conference; we ran it on the online church platform
and then met via Zoom over morning tea and lunch
and spent some time in break out rooms for prayer.
We met some wonderful women on this day and have
gone on to have some great new relationships with
women across the state that we wouldn’t have met
otherwise.
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Towards the end of the year, we had to decide what
to do about our Mapleton retreat as our booking had
been postponed from August until late November.
After putting out an expression of interest we decided
to go ahead with the weekend, running on a Covid
safe plan with limited numbers. Our theme for this
weekend was ‘Still, for my battle belongs to God’.
We ended up with just over 100 women and had a
wonderful time together and with God. We heard
from speakers Shauna Gallagher, Sally Contessi and
Elissa Macpherson over the weekend, spent some
time in beautiful praise and worship, shared around
communion with Katisha Lindee, listened to stories
and gave toward the work of Baptist World Aid. As
this conference was close to Christmas, we were able
to purchase Big Hearted gifts from Baptist World Aid,
nine children were sponsored, and the women gave
generously.
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The weekend was a beautifully intimate time with
God and there was lots of space for prayer ministry
and sharing together.
As well as everything else we have done this year
we have also had regular posts on our social media
(Facebook and Instagram), weekly ‘Wednesday Catch
Up’, emails and lots of really great feedback.

Our plan in 2021 is to continue the new initiatives
from 2020 as well as head out to Longreach, Hervey
Bay, Rockhampton, Cairns, Mapleton and Mackay and
run conferences. Our theme for 2021 is ‘Come Alive’!
We are really excited (God willing) to be heading
out across the state again and be able to meet with
women face to face, sharing God’s love and salvation.
C AT H Y K N E C H T L I

I want to say a huge thank you to my team, particularly
Cathy Ballantine and Shannon Perrett for the huge
effort they have put in this year as we’ve moved into
new territory. These two have paved the way, worked
out how all the tech works when it comes to all our new
initiatives, written blogs and recorded devotionals.
Without my team, this year really wouldn’t have been
anywhere near what it has been.

S TAT E D I R E C T O R

We also want to thank QCCC Mapleton for sponsoring
us with a reduced cost for our retreat and for hosting
us so well in what was a bit of a different environment
to previous years.
I also want to say a huge thank you to the women of
Qld for coming together and sharing with each other in
new and different ways, for your great encouragement
and feedback, for your prayers and especially for your
giving to Baptist World Aid. Over both conferences
this year you have given over $20,000, including nine
ongoing child sponsorships which will go a huge way
towards changing lives across the world.
A big thank you from me to the Generations team,
Mark Westhuyzen, Aaron Fozzard and Sally Contessi
for your support and encouragement this year. It has
been great to work as a team!
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QB Youth
2020 was an interesting year.
QBY&YA saw community happen
during COVID-19. We may not
have been able to meet face to
face, and almost all our events
were cancelled or postponed
but there was still amazing
conversation and connection via
zoom for all who participated.
KEY FOCUS AREAS:
S TAT E YO U T H C A M P
After the success of the past three SYC events, the team
was pumped to launch SYC in Far North Queensland.
The team worked super hard to have a great camp
in Quinola Lakes only to have it postponed due to
COVID-19. The team leading the south east event, not
willing to let the virus win, worked right to the very
week before SYC 2021 only to have it postponed at
the last minute. However, this postponed event gave
way for the opportunity for many young leaders to
be trained in QB Child safe strategy ready for leading
young people in 2021 in their local church.
Q B Y & YA PA S T O R S / L E A D E R S / T E A M S
R E T R E AT
The annual Pastors, Leaders and teams Retreat shaped
up to be phenomenal. The team created an event that
would help participants focus on Jesus through a set
of spiritual disciplines. As the event was postponed
in 2020, the team decided that participants will need
this to happen after 2020. So, the 2021 retreat aims to
do the same thing.
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MISSIONAL DISCIPLESHIP
The missional discipleship programme was a success
and came to an end in December 2020. This will be
revised and possibly restarted in the second half of
2021.
NEOLEADER
The Neoleader team or thinktank was created, and we
have created a way forward. This will be addressed
further this year as we seek input by the DoM and
DoCH.
S . E . N . S . E ( S U P P O R T, E N C O U R A G E ,
N E T W O R K , S T R AT E G I Z E , E N G A G E )
Sense went well. Zoom was the main platform for
connecting, coaching, and caring for pastors and
leaders during COVID-19, and it was a breath of fresh
air meeting with people face to face again.
Y O U N G A D U LT S S U R V E Y
During winter of 2020 the Australian Baptist Next
Generations team, led by Aaron Fozzard, worked
together on a survey. This survey was created to
find out what was happening with young adults in
churches and was completed by 10% of Australian
Baptist churches. To help the team create helpful
resources this survey will be run again in winter 2021.
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THE SPIRITUAL DISCIPLINES
PROJECT

To make things easy everything will be online and
accessible on most devices.

This resource seeks to help young adults walk with
Jesus and His community well. The need for this
came to light before and during the young adult’s
survey. It was designed to help young adults feel less
disconnected while supplying them with ideas of how
they can become spiritually mature.

1. Written Articles via [website] or other cloud
provider
2. YouTube Videos via the Queensland Baptist
YouTube channel
3. Podcast audio via the Queensland Baptist
Soundcloud page

We have called this resource “The Spiritual Disciplines
Project” for a few reasons.

At this stage, the website is not accessible. If you
would like access to the written articles, contact Aaron
Fozzard.

1. We think that humans are tripartite, made up
of mind, body, and spirit. The spirit part allows
humans to commune with God freely - in
spirit. However, we are all individuals and do
communication or connection differently to
others around us and hence the need to design a
rhythm of helpful healthy disciplines that suit the
individual.
2. We have chosen to use disciplines rather than
practices as there seems to be more urgency,
impetus, and importance. However, you’ll find that
different people will use them interchangeably. At
the heart of this project we want participants to
lean in regardless and, in community with others,
design their own daily spiritual disciplines.
3. We have chosen to use the term project as we
want participants to give things a go, try new
things, and from these trials find what works best
for them.
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FINAL THOUGHTS
Thank you all for your support, feedback and
encouragement during this messy season. I am
thankful to God daily for the leaders that He has
entrusted me to influence, care for, and work with.
Queensland Baptists have an amazing bunch of
emerging leaders that will help take us where God
is leading. I am blessed to work with such amazing,
creative, and robust leaders.
AARON FOZZARD
Q B Y & YA M I N I S T R Y T E A M L E A D E R
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QLD Baptists Education Company (QBEC)
One of our basic principles is “Every student has the
right to learn free of harassment and interference”, so
even though there is always activity and excitement,
we have endeavoured to create within the classroom
an environment which is relaxed and conducive to
learning.

B AY S I D E C H R I S T I A N C O L L E G E Uncovering the Treasures of Wisdom and Knowledge
in a community of life-long learning.
Situated in the beautiful Hervey Bay, Bayside Christian
College is a dynamic day school catering for boys
and girls in kindergarten to year 12. The college is a
growing school and is focused on providing a quality
education surrounded by a strong pastoral care
model, within a regional setting.
O U R VA LU E S
•
•
•
•
•
•

Compassion
Humility
Resourcefulness
Integrity
Service
Tenacity

STUDENTS
We consider that each student who attends Bayside is
a unique individual and it is our privilege to help them
discover their potential. Enrolments at the college
have grown from 38 students in 2017 to a current
enrolment of 500-day students in prep to Year 12 and
38 kindy students. Students are drawn almost totally
from within the Hervey Bay township, with a few
attending from outlying areas.
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The 2020 seniors were our first Year 12 cohort. We were
pleased with their overall results and they finished
their year with a celebratory valedictory assembly.
The whole school then presented the Year 12 students
with class gifts as they formed a guard of honour to
their Valedictory Chapel service. The Year 12 formal
dinner and dance completed a very special day.
S TA F F I N G
The amazing college teaching and administrative
staff now comprises 53 full-time, 38 part-time and 3
casual employees. God has certainly bought together
an amazing team of professional people to serve him
at our college. We have a very strong senior executive
team including Principal, Deputy Principal, Business
Manager, Head of Senior, Head of Junior, Head of
Wellbeing, Head of Learning Enrichment and Director
of Teaching and Learning. With the rapid growth of the
numbers of students in both Junior and Senior school,
2020 saw the appointment of Heads of Departments
and Heads of Year.
CURRICULUM OFFERINGS
The college implements the Australian Curriculum in
prep to Year 10 and the QCAA QCE system in Years 11
and 12 as well as a growing list of elective and extracurricular courses. Christian Studies is an examinable
subject for prep to Year 10. All Year 11 and 12 students
study Religion and Ethics. At Bayside Christian College,
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learning is a balance between a student’s intellectual,
physical, emotional, relational and spiritual needs.
In our Junior School (K to 6), every student studies
English, Mathematics, Science, Humanities, Health
and PE, Christian Studies, Music, Digitech, Art, Music
and the language of Auslan.
In Years 7 to 10, students study the core subjects of
English, Mathematics, Science, Humanities, Health
and PE, Christian studies and Indonesian. Students
then choose from the following electives – Visual
Art, Woodwork, Music, Media Arts, Drama, Digitech,
Dance, Food and Nutrition, Aikido.
Even though 2020 was the first year of Year 12, the
college offered a wide range of senior subjects
including General English, Essential English,
Mathematical Methods, General Mathematics,
Essential Mathematics, Specialist Mathematics,
Physics, Chemistry, Biology, Marine Science, History,
Legal Studies, Physical Education, Visual Art, Food and
Nutrition, Media Arts, Business and Fashion. Every
student in Year 11 and 12 also studies Religion and
Ethics.
Students in Years 10 to 12 also have the opportunity of
studying a VET qualification including Certificates in
Hospitality, Community Service, Construction, Ministry
and Engineering. The college values achievement in
the academic and vocational streams with students
excelling in all areas of the curriculum.
We also offer a Gifted and Talented Program called
Spinnaker. Here our high achievers are given the
opportunities to participate in many and varied
activities both within and outside of our college.
COCURRICULAR OFFERINGS
We are building an extensive cocurricular program
including:
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Sport – We have a Multisport Excellence Program in
which students train and participate in triathlons in
different places in Queensland and several students
have placed at a commendable level including one
who has qualified for the Queensland State team.
We are also aiming to “Walk around Australia” – this
activity encourages students to walk or run around
the oval several times before school to earn points for
their House and progress our Walk around Australia.
We also offer Basketball, Athletics, Volleyball, Hockey,
Rugby, Netball and Oz tag.

Cultural – 2020 saw the inaugural Bayside Musical
where students from Year 3 to Year 12 practised,
rehearsed together and produced the most amazing
production of Madagascar. Our senior fashion
students made all the costumes and our art students
painted the backdrops. We also have a growing junior
and senior choir.
Among our other cocurricular offerings are –
Board Games, Secret Men’s Business, Kitchen Club,
Needlework, Garden Club, Robotics, The Lego Club,
Adventure Warriors, Calligraphy, Eco Club, Esports,
Auslan Club, Art Club, Readers Cup challenge.
PA S TO R A L C A R E A N D W E L L B E I N G
Each student belongs to a Home Room group which
meets each morning for Devotions, Notices, Wellbeing
activities, etc. The Home Room Teacher and Heads of
Year (Year 7-12) or Class Teacher and Junior School
Coordinators (P-6) our Counsellor and our dynamic,
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young Chaplain are all willing and able to provide
pastoral support for our students.
A major initiative was introduced in August 2020
as we combined our SEQTA, school information
management system, with a concept referred to as
The Learning Ladder. This is an attempt to ensure
every student receives prompt and consistent reward
for creditable contributions to College life (academic,
pastoral, cocurricular, displays of Christian character,
service to others) or escalating, logical interventions
should any aspect need immediate improvement.
Rewards include certificates presented in assembly
and specially designed trophies for an entire semester
of outstanding effort and/or achievement. As points
are awarded for every reward or sanction (sanctions
attract negative scores) a House competition now
exists to establish which House has the best ‘balance’
when all positives and negatives are taken into
consideration at the end of the year. Individuals
with the highest overall scores receive shopping mall
vouchers at the end of each semester. As all rewards
and sanctions are recorded on SEQTA, pastoral leaders
are able to rapidly track the progress of every student
and identify trends to celebrate or focus additional
support on.
With COVID-19 restrictions continuing to be eased,
an ambitious program of service and community
activities is also being developed with the ultimate
goal being that every student will be involved in at
least one, challenging, extended service activity during
their schooling. Staff, students and their parents are
all invited to join the newly-formed Bayside Christian
College Runners Club for the 5 km Park Run experience
along The Esplanade every Saturday morning at 07:00!

for 8 new classrooms on site and we are hoping they
will be finished by the end of Semester One. We are also
considering the possibility of a new Senior Campus at
Nikenbah beside the Hervey Bay Baptist Church.
We feel privileged that we have the opportunity to
share God’s word with 500 children, their parents and
staff. At the same time we aim to provide an academic
education of the highest standard, a pastoral program
that cares for each individual and a cocurricular
program that caters for a wide range of interests. We
live in an ever-changing world. It is exciting to see
the technological advances that are made and the
new curriculums that are developed. However, in a
changing world there is an assurance in a God that
doesn’t change and we continually encourage our
students to know that
“Blessed is the man who trusts in the Lord. He is like a
tree planted by the water that sends out its roots by
the stream and does not fear when heat comes, for its
leaves remain green and is not anxious in the year of
drought” Jeremiah 17:7-8
We may not know what the future holds but we know
Who holds the future as we can be assured that He is
the same yesterday, today and forever.
We are thankful for the surroundings and relaxed
environment that has been created at Bayside and if
you are ever in Hervey Bay, we would welcome the
opportunity to show you through our great college.
NOELA ENSBEY
B AY S I D E C H R I S T I A N C O L L E G E P R I N C I PA L

171 Pantlins Lane, Urraween
PO Box 692 Hervey Bay QLD 4655

BUILDINGS
With the school growing so rapidly, one of our biggest
challenges has been SPACE. We have plans underway
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QLD Conference and Camping Centres
COVID-19
2020 was a year largely
dominated by the onset and
ongoing impact of the Covid-19
pandemic. The pandemic’s
impact on the Australian and
Global Camps and Outdoor
Education Industry has been particularly severe.
In the Northern Hemisphere shutdowns meant
the loss of their Summer Camp bookings, which
for many operators is the majority of their annual
income, followed by the inability to book school
groups indefinitely, possibly for most of 2021 in most
countries. In Australia, venues in NSW and Victoria
were largely vacant from March through to the end
of the year. In contrast, the impact of the COVID-19
pandemic on Queensland operators has potentially
been the least in the world.
However, the negative impacts of the pandemic
response should not be understated. At the end
of February 2020 QCCC operations were on track
to set an income record for 2019/20 (though not a
record for operating surplus because the financial
year contained an abnormal 27th fortnightly pay
cycle). In that month QCCC also took over a lease for
a fourth major venue, the Noosa Outdoor Education
Centre (NOEC). The pandemic response escalated
quickly in March and by the 20th March all QCCC
venues were shut indefinitely by order of Queensland
Health. QCCC management acted quickly and on
that day announced an immediate stand-down of
most of QCCC’s 120 staff, offering immediate access
to annual and long-service entitlements, reducing
rents for onsite staff, and immediately (and ultimately
unsuccessfully) commencing a search for pivot options
such as making the sites available as quarantine
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venues or emergency field hospitals. QCCC’s leases
with landlords were re-negotiated. A skeleton staff
was kept on reduced hours maintaining facilities
and working on recommencement of operations as
quickly as possible.
QCCC bookings staff were proactive to urge groups
to postpone rather than cancel their bookings (most
bookings are made 12 months in advance) and had
some success deferring groups booked during the
Term 2 shutdown into Term 3 and 4. However, the
shutdowns meant QCCC suffered more than $2.5
million in booking cancellations which couldn’t be
postponed in the period March 2020 through to March
2021. This came on top of $100,000 in lost 2019/20
income during the 2019 bushfires.
QCCC became a significant beneficiary of the
JobKeeper Allowance, with 80% of its staff body
eligible (and many of the remaining 20% ineligible
only because they were financially dependent minors).
Industry-wide some competitors only converted as
little as 20% of staff to JobKeeper because of their
reliance on short term contracts, itinerant casual staff
and overseas workers. JobKeeper staff were bought
back into the workplace as essential workers in late
April, working the hours funded by JobKeeper. For
the next two months this resource was given to site
maintenance and program development, with NOEC
a beneficiary as it needed significant labour hours for
painting, renovating and innovation. The large size
and outdoor focus of QCCC venues meant re-engaged
staff were safely employed with appropriate social
distancing and health monitoring protocols.
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During this period QCCC management, Baplink
and Queensland Baptists were proactive in the
management of the financial impact and cashflow
impacts:
1. Baplink and Queensland Baptists made significant
financial concessions to QCCC operations
including a suspension of interest and capital
payments;
2. QCCC management constructed detailed (and
ultimately accurate) cashflow forecasts based
on best/middle/worst case scenarios to assist
management and financial decisions;
3. Baplink extended QCCC’s operating overdraft in
line with these forecasts to assure liquidity and
staff payments.
At an industry level QCCC was extremely proactive in
the development of the Outdoor Education Industry
Plan and lobbying Queensland Health and Education
Queensland (and associated education peak bodies)
to allow an early return to operations, with its primary
clientele of school-aged children considered low risk.
QCCC was/is one of few Outdoor Education operators
with a designated COVID-Info page on its website to
facilitate safe events, and this is reflected in QCCC’s
online search engine optimisation for COVID-Safe
camps. Queensland was the first State to allow school
camps and other events to return in a meaningful way,
with small groups returning in mid-June and school
camps recommencing with the start of term three
(mid-July).
Eventually QCCC venues were shut by health order
for three months and then had a further three
months of limited operational capacity. The Outdoor
Education Industry Plan had 17 updates as restrictions
eased. It has imposed some additional operating
considerations on venues, including stringent
contract tracing requirements and zone systems to
prevent inter-mingling of groups at sites (like QCCC’s)
where several groups are accommodated at one.
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This has led to increased labour costs, particularly in
catering where multiple serving areas are required.
It’s likely these additional safety measures will need
to be implemented until a vaccine is widely available
and administered during 2021.
QCCC’s recovery from the pandemic-required
shutdowns has been aided by continuous operations
since July while receiving JobKeeper Allowance.
Wages are the largest operating expense at each
venue and JobKeeper has partially mitigated this cost
while sites are operational. Having converted a higher
percentage of eligible staff to JobKeeper than most
competitors means QCCC has an enhanced capacity
to recover from the impact of the pandemic and has
probably recovered faster than most, if not all its
competitors.
M I N I S T R Y I N I T I AT I V E S
The pandemic has given QCCC the opportunity to
pivot, both in terms of personnel (with some excellent
new Christian staff appointed in recent months) and
program. Outdoor Education is a significant part of
the success of QCCC Mapleton, however, the program
has remained largely unchanged for 25 years. For
several years there has been a desire at Mapleton to
change things up – forgoing a reliance on adrenalized
activities which have become commercialised, and
concentrating on soft skills, fun and finding a way to
create longer sessions where more meaningful debriefs can be conducted. The push-back has often
been from schools along the lines of “if it ain’t broke,
don’t fix it”, but an extensive client survey process in
2019 did ascertain they were open to new ideas and
more night program options.
This review was finalised in the earlier part of the year
and the recommendations are being implemented
to apply from term one 2021, using Covid-Safe
requirements as a reason to do so.
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Highlights include:
1. Changing the program from 4 x 105 minute
sessions to 3 x 2 hour sessions plus instructorled recreation times, so there is more time for
relational interaction with students.
2. Restoring instructor-led evening activities to give
us more interaction time with students (and the
aim to train QCCC staff to deliver Christian-focused
PD sessions):
3. Incorporating Triballink staff extensively into
the welcome and farewell processes around the
theme of reconciliation (national and spiritual):
4. Introducing a new Queen activity, the “Mudjimba
Challenge” jointly with Triballink input.
Our CAMPFIRE Internship and various other trainee
roles we can offer, are eligible for various funding
initiatives which gave us confidence to accept our
largest intake of interns for 2021, three young women
and two young men. They are our fifth intake and the
graduates from this program either remain with us as
valued ministry operatives or have are highly sought
after from other Christian campsites and ministries (or
have gone on to do higher qualifications training in
outdoor education). Brookfield and Tamborine have
both taken on a trainee in business administration.

QCCC CHARTER GROUP
The 2019 Assembly approved a motion for QCCC to
become a charter group in its own right, with the
Charter Group Council gathered and appointed by the
end of that year. A lot of care was taken into compiling
the group, assembling a group of high-capacity
leaders with expertise across the broad range of
disciplines it takes to run a modern Christian camping
ministry. The charter group were thrown into the deep
end with the pandemic shutdown striking just weeks
after its inaugural meeting. As head of the charter
group I found the experience of having a governance
group solely and passionately committed to QCCC
profoundly encouraging, and I thank them for all they
have contributed in this difficult first year.
PERSONAL REFLECTION
2020 was a difficult and stressful year from both a
ministry and personal perspective. Particularly in
late-March and all of April we were trying to keep the
ministry afloat amidst a lot of uncertainty and with a
skeleton crew, fearful the incredible team we’ve put
together over decades might be at risk of fragmenting.
So it was tremendously satisfying to conclude the
year with the team largely intact, in a better financial
position than we could have imagined earlier in the
year, and with the hope and promise of new staff and
interns joining us to deliver some really innovative
and unique new ministry initiatives.
I am incredibly grateful to the QCCC staff who greeted
the initial hardships with good grace, many of them
affirming and encouraging of management and the
difficult decisions we were making. So many staff
worked incredibly hard to get us operational as quickly
as possible and then delivered the complexities of the
Industry Plan with aplomb.
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The first group to use the recently purchased farm at QCCC Mapleton were campers with the 2020 QB State Youth Camp.

At the start of 2021 four QCCC staff members, across
two of our sites, were baptised on the same day. As I
watched them go into their “water grave” and emerge
into a new future with joy and gratitude it struck me
this was very much a metaphor for QCCC in 2020.

“In our last year, we are eternally grateful for our teachers
and how much they care for us, as we can cherish the
friendships and memories formed at camp forever.”
ANDREW GRANT
QUEENSLAND CONFERENCE

TESTIMONIALS FROM THE YEAR

AND CAMPING CENTRES DIRECTOR

“After a chocolatey dessert, the ‘Word’ was delivered. The
rain outside reflected the emotional touch of the Lord, as
not a dry eye was left in the room by the end of the night.”
“The overall unity felt throughout the camp transferred
into devotions on the second night as Pastor Guy
challenged each and every one of us, as many students
gave their heart to Jesus. As prayer and prophecy filled
the room, the teachers struggled to get us to bed as we
were all emotionally touched.”
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Queensland Baptists Celebrate!
N E W LY C O N S T I T U T E D C H U R C H

N E W LY R E G I S T E R E D M I N I S T E R S

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mt Refuge Church

NAME CHANGE
•

Biota Baptist Church
(previously Westside Multicultural Baptist Church)

A S S O C I AT E D C H U R C H
•

Brisbane Matu Baptist Church

C H U R C H E S W I T H D R AW N / C LO S E D
•
•

Mapleton Baptist Church
St John’s Community Church

MINISTERS ORDAINED
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tony Roberts (Gympie)
Richard Cathie (Bundaberg)
Mang Bik Cung (Qld Chin Christian)
Josh Symes (Bundaberg)
Dan Bassett (Agnes Water)
Mark Redman (City Tab)
Ryan Vallee (Riverlife)
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Tim Lucas (Gateway)
Sally Contessi (Forest Lake)
Sebastian Henley (Kruger Parade)
Neil Olsen (Bellbowrie District)
Tamara Haddon (Hope Community)
Daniel O’Connor (Charters Towers)
Abraham Peleti (Mt Refuge)
Scott McKinnon (Riverlife)
Ben Peacock (Rosalie)
Warren McKenzie (Forest Lake)
Andrew Boyle (Fairfield)
Andy Robbins (Eastside)
Matt Kingsford (Keperra)
Matt Sweetman (Bridgeman)
Brendan Cottam (Sunnybank)
Byron Adams (Keperra)
Brad Van Der Linde (Living Temple)

MINISTERS TRANSFERRING
CREDENTIALS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Andrew Rienecker (Reedy Creek)
Alex Okhrimouk (Brisbane Slavic)
Peter Clarke (Beacon)
Phil Gibbs (Rosewood)
David Martin (Toowong)
Stephen West (Woodford)
Adam Ramsey (Liberti)
Rodney Cripps (Chancellor Park)
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